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Abstract

The perovskite crystal structure is host to many different materials from insulating

to superconducting providing a diverse range of intrinsic character and complexity. A

better fundamental description of these materials in terms of their electronic, optical and

magnetic properties undoubtedly precedes an effective realization of their application

potential.

SmTiOa, a distorted perovskite has a strongly localized electronic structure and un-

dergoes an antiferromagnetic transition at 50 K in its nominally stoichiometric form.

Sr2Ru04 is a layered perovskite superconductor (ie. Tc % 1 K) bearing the same structure

as the high-tem|>erature superconductor La2_xSrrCu04. Polarized reflectance measure-

ments were carried out on both of these materials revealing several interesting features

in the far-infrared range of the spectrum. In the case of SmTiOa, although insulating,

evidence indicates the presence of a finite background optical conductivity. As the tem-

perature is lowered through the ordering temperature a resonance feature appears to

narrow and strengthen near 120 cm~^ A nearby phonon mode appears to also couple to

this magnetic transition as revealed by a growing asymmetry in the optica] conductivity.

Experiments on a doped sample with a greater itinerant character and lower Neel tem-

perature = 40 K also indicate the presence of this strongly temperature dependent mode

even at twice the ordering temperature. Although the mode appears to be sensitive to

the magnetic transition it is unclear whether a magnon assignment is appropriate. At

very least, evidence suggests an interesting interaction between magnetic and electronic

excitations. Although Sr2Ru04 is highly anisotropic it is metallic in three-dimensions at
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low temperatures and reveals its coherent transport in an inter-plane Drude-like compo-

nent to the highest temperatures measured (ie. 90 K). An extended Drude analysis is

used to probe the frequency dependent scattering character revealing a peak in both the

mass enhancement and scattering rate near 80 cm~* and 100 cm~* respectively. All of

these experimental observations appear relatively consistent with a Fermi-liquid picture

of charge transport.

To supplement the optical measurements a resistivity station was set up with an event

driven object oriented user interface. The program controls a Keithley Current Source,

HP Nano-Voltmeter and Switching Unit as well as a LakeShore Temperature Controller

in order to obtain a plot of the Resistivity as a function of temperature. The system

allows for resistivity measurements ranging from 4 K to 290 K using an external probe

or between 0.4 K to 295 K using a Helium - 3 Cryostat. Several materials of known

resistivity have confirmed the system to be robust and capable of measuring metallic

samples distinguishing features of several fiQ-cm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Solids arc composed of atoms arranged in periodic arrays where the specific ordering

is the net result of the bonding between atomic neighbours. Compounds in general lie

along a spectrum of varying ionic, covalent and metallic character. The combination

that minimizes the free energyfl] gives rise to a diverse class of crystal structures accom-

panying a vast variety of solid materials. Correlating the phenomenoiogical properties

with a particular crystal structure aids in isolating magnetic and electronic phenomena

from structural arrangements and variations. In the least, an underlying knowledge of

a material's structural ordering provides a relevant starting point for comparison with

other well known compounds. The Perovskite crystal structure which is commonly found

in minerab is now widely appreciated for hosting the High-Temperature (High-Tc) class

of superconducting materials. Such materials, discovered a little more than a decade

ago[2), have received an intense focus of research effort and yet have evaded a thorough

description concerning what makes their transition temperature so high. Investigating

other materiab based on the Perovskite crystal structure may provide further insight into

these complex compounds.

1.1 The Perovskite Crystal Structure

Most compounds with the general formula ABO3 have the Perovskite crystal structure.

In the top left corner of Figure 1.1 is the general arrangement of atoms. CaTiOa for

instance, one of the first compounds to bear the name perovskite[3), was initially thought

1
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to exhibit this cubic form. The Ca and Ti occupy the A and B sites respectively placing

the Ca ions at the center of the unit cell and the Ti at the corners. Then on each of the

twelve edges lies a single oxygen. An alternative description of the same arrangement

of atoms combines the body centered cubic, bcc structure with the face-centered cubic,

fee structure. Then the Ca ions would occupy the corners with Ti at the center and the

oxygens would occupy each of the six faces.

r^J^^:^^
Laa_,Sr,Cu04

* •• =0

o

»A C

<>• B
O

icr^~^-^^^ La(Sr)

ABO

RTiO

SraRu04

Figure 1.1: Top left: The cubic perovskite structure, ABO3. Bot-

tom left: The orthorhombically distorted GdFeOi struc-

ture of SmTiOi. Right: The layered perovskite crystal

structure is common among the copper-oxide family of

high temperature superconductors. The tetragonal unit

cell is host to both the doped cuprate La3-,Sr,Cu04 and

the low temperature superconductor Sr2Ru04.
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The cubic crystal structure is rather uncommon but several well-known perovskites

bear this simple form including SrTiOj and SrFeOs as shown in Table 1.1. After a

more detailed structural investigation CaTiOa was shown to exhibit a slight variation

of this cubic perovskite arrangement known as the orthorhombically distorted GdFe03

crystal structure shown on the bottom left of Figure 1.1. SmTiOa, a magnetic insulator

which also bears this particular structure is used to illustrate. Placing the larger Sm

ions at the corners, the titanium at the center and the oxygens on the edges octahedron

are constructed with each titanium surrounded by six oxygens; four on planar sites and

two occupying apical sites. In the cubic structure the planar sites lie parallel from one

octahedral to the next. In SmTiOa these structures no longer bear the same symmetry

but are now tilted from one to the other distorting the cubic framework.

These variations of the Perovskite structure are host to a diverse class of materials

from highly insulating dielectric materials like BaTiOalG], to superconducting materials

like SrTiOal?) and the complex copper-oxides already briefly introduced. The first of

these High-Tc materials that was synthesized was a ceramic containing a phase with

the stoichiometry La2-xBaxCu04 and was superconducting at 30 K the highest known

transition temperature at the time[2]. This layered Perovskite crystal structure is shown

on the right side of Figure 1.1. Also shown in this Figure is the superconducting metal

Sr2Ru04 that although bears a low transition temperature of 1 K has the same structure

as the doped lanthanum compound. The body centered tetragonal framework of the unit

cell is outlined with the Ru located at the center of the structure and at each of the

four comers. (Note that since there are two Ru within the rectangular prism this is a

double unit cell). The Ru at the center is surrounded by oxygens giving the expected

octahedron enclosed by a rectangular framework of Sr ions. Stacked above and below

this simple cubic perovskite unit cell are two half unit cells with the Ru at the comers,

Sr at the center and oxygen at the edges. Notice that from the center RuOa layer there
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• -»•

are two SrO rocksalt layers before another RuOa plane. A key change from the simple

perovskites to the layered perovskites is the difference in their dimensions along the c-

axis. Such structural anisotropics often translate into directionally dependent electronic,

optical and magnetic properties.

Table 1.1: Several Ruthenates and titanites and their Electronic,

Magnetic and Structural Properties. (Several other

comparative compounds are also included.)

Simple Perovskites
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Several simple (ie. cubic, tetragonal or orthorhombic) and layered perovskites bave

been listed in Table 1.1 in order to illustrate that these structurally related materials

also bear significant electronic and magnetic similarities. Below each name is the general

electronic property of the material followed by significant magnetic signatures. Unit cell

dimensions are provided to show the variation in unit cell volume and varying degrees

of anisotropy. Unless indicated the tabulated values are taken from Gala88o[3]. Intuitive

abbreviations include: superconductor - Sup., transition temperature - Te, metal - Met.,

semiconductor- Semi., Mott-Hubbard insulator - Mott Ins. and charge-transfer insulator

- CT Ins., antiferromagnetism - AF, Neel temperature - T/v, Ferromagnetism - F, Curie

temperature - Tc and Paramagnetism - Para..

1.2 The Electronic Structure of Solids

At the turn of the century P. Drude introduced an elementary model of metallic conduc-

tion based on the kinetic theory of gasesfl?]. Using the discovery of the electron a few

years earlier the model describes negatively charged particles as the conductive entities

moving according to Newton's laws through a background of much heavier positively

charged particles. The heavier particles are the atoms from which the solid is composed,

with a nucleus, core electrons tightly bound to the nucleus and outer weakly bound va-

lence electrons that in certain materials become free to travel throughout the solid as

shown in Figure 1.2. The only interactions are the collisions suffered when a conduction

electron scatters from a positive ion. The average time between collisions is referred to

as the relaxation time or mean free time, r while the corresponding distance travelled is

the mean free path, L

Almost a century later, this naive picture has maintained a significant role as an inter-

pretive tool and is discussed more quantitatively in Chapter Three in the context of the
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U)

Figure 1.2: The classical trajectory of a conduction electron as it

travels past the positively charged atoms, scattering off

of several that lie in its path.

optical conductivity. In spite of the models' successes a more thorough understanding of

solids including not only metals but also semiconductors and insulators comes through

the energy band theory of solids based on a later development of Quantum Mechanics.

Consider the assembling of a solid from individual isolated atoms with known atomic

wavefunctions and energy levels. As the inter-atomic spacing decreases the atomic wave-

functions begin to overlap and the sharp atomic states spread into continuous 'bands'.

Regions between bands with no allowed states are called energy gaps. A solid composed

of N primitive cells contributes exactly N independent values of k to each band. Taking

into account the two orientations of the electron spin each band can then accommodate

a maximum of 2N electrons! 18], [19]. In assembling the solid each single electron orbital

is filled with an electron until all of the electrons are in allowed states. This ground state

energy level at zero Kelvin is called the Fermi Energy, E/.

The free electron model describes the simplest band structure model where electrons

move through the solid with no Coulomb interaction between the electrons and the

positive ions. Through an elementary calculation of the Schrodinger equation we arrive

at the allowed energy levels as a function of quantum number k as shown in Figure 1 .3
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as the conduction band. Modifying this model with a weak periodic potential gives rise

to a gap in the allowed energy levels, also shown in Figure 1.3. In general, ordinary band

theory goes beyond the free electron model assuming that each outer electron moves

independently in a weak periodic potential resulting from the attractive interaction of

the ion cores and the average repulsion of all the other electrons in the solid. It also

assumes that the lattice sites are perfectly periodic in their equilibrium positions and

that the electronic and vibrational motions are decoupled[l].

According to Wilson in 1931(20], [21] the outermost band or valence band of a metal

will be partially filled while those of an insulator should be completely filled or completely

empty. Such metallic and insulating situations are shown schematically in the top section

of Figure 1.4. For an intrinsic semiconductor the situation is similar to an insulator except

the gap is much narrower. At finite temperatures some electrons are excited thermally

across the gap into the conduction band providing a weak conductivity. It should be

remembered that the concept of a Fermi surface (in k-space) giving rise to a Fermi

energy is only meaningful in the context of metals. The Fermi surface is that region

in k-space where excitations of arbitrary energy can occur which is not the case for an

insulator or a semiconductor with a gap of finite energy.

1.3 Electronic Signatures of the Titanites and Ruthenates

Consider the electronic structure of the titanite family of compounds, RTiOa where R

is a rare-earth. Valence bands are comprised of Ti**"*" - 3d* electrons which cannot fill

the highest Ti band and would be expected to give rise to metallic properties. Yet, an

antiferromagnetic ground state is observed with a correspondingly anomalous insulating

behaviour. It was pointed out by Zaanen, Sawatsky and Allen that the one-electron

band theory breaks down when the band width, VV, is roughly the same as the electronic
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-k +k

Figure 1.3: The band structure for the free electron system has a

k^ dependence. When a weak periodic potential is in-

cluded between the electrons and the positive ions the

bands are gapped in certain regions of k-space. For in-

sulators the Fermi level would lie in the gap while for a

metal the Fermi level would be above or below the gap
leaving regions of k-space for excitations of arbitrary

energy.
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Metal

!

Insulator

•N(E) ' ^N(E)

Figure 1.4: A schematic representation of both a metal and an insu-

lator in terms of the energy dependent density of states

plotted along the x-axis.

Coulomb repulsion, U[22]. In forming a metal the outer electrons delocalize from the once

isolated atomic sites that now form the crystal structure. This delocalization results in a

decrease of the kinetic energy typically on the order of one-quarter of the bandwidth|l|.

The electrons that were once isolated from each other can now interact at close range

increasing the electrostatic repulsion and the potential energy. In most cases the increase

in potential energy is only a fraction of the decrease in kinetic energy therefore favouring

the metallic state. Yet in some materials where the outer electrons form narrow bands, the

increased potential energy is greater than the decrease in kinetic energy and a localized

state is favoured. In the case of the titanites, instead of expending this energy, U, required

to put two electrons on one site the d-band closest to the Fermi Surface splits into two

bands separated by an energy U giving rise to the so-called Mott-Hubbard insulating

state. The lower Hubbard band of N states is filled while the upper Hubbard band is

empty.

SmTiOa is an antiferromagnetic Mott-Hubbard insulator with a N^l magnetic or-

dering temperature of T^ = 50 K. The strength of the Coulomb repulsion between two
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electrons on the same site has been estimated to be approximately 0.8 eV with a corre^

sponding charge transfer gap > 4 eV|23]. With the band width estimated to be W %

0.6 eV the corresponding correlation energy would then be, U/W = 1.33. Sr2Ru04 is an

anisotropic (c >> a) metal that superconducts below 1 K. Its metallic behaviour stems

from unfilled antibonding pd - tt bands derived from Ru^'*' - 4d^ electrons hybridized with

0'~ - 2p* electrons[24]. Experimental evidence in the resistivity, spin susceptibility and

heat capacity supports a picture of strong electron-electron interactions at low temper-

atures consistent with a Fermi-liquid description[ll|. Comparative compounds as listed

in Table 1.1 provide further support since Sr2Ru04 is structurally and chemically related

to the Mott- Insulating compounds Ca2Ru04 and Sr2Fe04. In fact, recent photoemission

spectra have suggested that a weak mode below the Fermi level corresponds to the pre-

cursor of the lower Hubbard band[25]. Within this picture the Coulomb repulsion has

been suggested to be as high as 2.4 eV while the band width maintains a low value of

1.5 eV. This would give a correlation energy of 1.4 placing Sr2Ru04 very close to a Mott

instability further emphasizing the significance of electron-electron interactions.

Although Sr2Ru04 bears similarities with the lanthanum High-Tc material their cor-

responding electronic structures are quite different. Whereas in the case of the Ruthenate

a similarity was observed in relation to the Mott-Hubbard state, the copper-oxides are

related to the charge- transfer insulators[26]. Under certain conditions the vicinity of

the highest oxygen band lies between the lower and upper Hubbard bands. The charge

transfer energy, A which is the energy between the oxygen band and the upper Hub-

bard band is therefore smaller than the Hubbard gap. Both of these states are shown

schematically in Figure 1.5.

This difference between the two layered perovskites is further described in Figure

1.6 where the pathway between the metallic state and the insulating state is achieved

by different means. In the case of the Ruthenate it is this enhanced Coulomb Repulsion
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Motl- Charge-
Hubbard Transfer
Insulator nsulator

t

—
^ t f — '

e,u Cf A

' »N(E) ' N(E)

Figure 1.5: A schematic representation of both a Mott-Hubbard In-

sulator and a charge-transfer Insulator. In transition

metal oxides the large band is associated with a 2p oxy-

gen orbital while the two narrower bands are assigned

to the lower and upper Hubbard bands of a transition

metal d orbital.

between electrons that draws it into the vicinity oflocalized character whereas the copper-

oxides achieve metallic character via so-called doping where free carriers are introduced

through chemical substitutions.

1.4 An Overview of the Present Study

Chapter 2 provides the framework within which an IEEE interface project was completed

that allowed DC-resistivity measurements to be carried out on samples at temperatures

as low as 0.4 K. The program was designed using a C-i-+ object-oriented structure within

the Windows 3.1 environment. A brief background is given of Reflectance Spectroscopy

along with the specific instrumentation used for the present study in Chapter 3. The

results of these studies are separated into two chapters for several reasons. Although

the two crystals bear similarities in structural and electronic properties the research
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efforts were completely independent. The point of interest in the case of SmTiOj is a

temperature-dependent excitation that appears at the onset of a magnetic transition and

will be discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 will then focus on metallic SraRuO^ and will

emphasize the temperature and frequency dependent nature of free quasiparticles and

their scattering properties. Finally, Chapter 6 contains a brief summary and possible

suggestions to further this work.

Insulator

U/W

Carrier
Doping

Ca2Ru04

Sr2Ru04

Sr3Ru207 —

^

SrRu03

Band Width vs.

Gap Control

I
^6

Figure 1.6: A model for the electronic properties of the ruthenates

in comparison with the copper oxides suggests different

pathways from the insulating state to the metallic state.

In the case of the ruthenium compounds this transition

arises as a result of an increase in the band width and

an overall decrease in the effective Coulomb energy. In

the case of the cuprates the transition arises from al-

tering the states within the gap through doping parent

compounds. Adapted from [27].





Chapter 2

An Object-Oriented Resistivity Interface

2.1 Measuring the dc-Resistivity

A fundamental property of materials that varies over twenty-three orders of magnitude

from strongly insulating materials such as diamond and polystyrene (ie. 10*^-10'^ Qcm)

to highly conducting materials like copper and silver (ie. 10~* Hem) is the electrical

resistivity. Determining the resistivity as a function of temperature can provide a great

deal of information concerning the transport of electricity through a material and the

scattering mechanisms that are most dominant. The development of such an experimen-

tal set-up used to characterize and study various samples is described in this Chapter

including a brief introduction to the definition of resistivity followed by a description of

the experimental devices and software used for data acquisition.

When a current, I, is driven through a sample and the voltage difference, V, is mea-

sured the resistance can be calculated using the relation, V = IR. Although the resistance

is independent of the magnitude of the current or potential difference, it does depend on

the sample dimensions. In effect the resistance will differ from sample to sample reducing

material comparisons to a qualitative analysis providing little intrinsic material depen-

dent information. In order to bypass this difficulty an alternative four-point method is

used that takes into account the sample geometry giving a normalized value known as

the resistivity defined in 2.1.

13
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*v.

p = «x4 (2.1)

With this method A is the area of the current contacts taking up two parallel faces

of the material with L being the length of the sample. Clearly this method demands a

rigid sample geometry and contact placement, as shown in Figure 2.1, which is often not

feasible in cases where extremely small single crystals are used.

a) ®•r^^

b)

Figure 2.1: a) For a rectangular sample the resistivity can be mea-
sured using four contacts with a and b being the current

contacts and c and d measuring the voltage. The cur-

rent is driven along the length of the sample, L while

the area of the current contact face is given by A. b)

The van der Pauw method applies to arbitrarily shaped
samples with uniform thickness, d where contacts are

placed along the perimeter.

A novel technique that allows resistivity measurements to be carried out on arbitrarily

shaped samples was developed by L.J. van der Pauw[28]. The method was later applied to

anisotropic materials by Montgomery [29). The general method requires that the sample

be of homogeneous thickness, that the surface of the sample be singly connected (ie.

containing no isolated holes) and that the contacts are sufficiently small. As shown in
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the bottom of Figure 2.1b) the contacts are placed along the perimeter often along the

entire uniform thickness. A formal justification of this novel technique is provided in the

next section.

2.2 The Theory of the van der Pauw Method

By definition, the resistivity (ie. inverse conductivity) represents the proportionality

constant between the electric field, E and the Current Density, J:

J = -E. (2.2)
P

The Electric Field being a vector field can be expressed in terms of a scalar and

vector potential and if the magnetic field is not changing in time, (ie. V x E = 0) we

can simplify and write:

E = -VV. (2.3)

Furthermore, an expression of the conservation of charge (ie. continuity equation)

relates the current density to the charge density:

VJ + g=0. (2.4)

In a dc - steady state environment the charge density is constant in time causing

the second term to vanish. Substituting equations 2.2 and 2.3 into 2.4 we find that the

potential distribution satisfies Laplace's equation:

W = 0.

Now, if we now consider a semi-infinite plane with contacts P. Q, R and S along its

boundary, spaced at distances a, b, c respectively. A current, I, enters the sample at the
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contact P and ieavet at the contact Q. Since the sample must have a uniform thickneis

the solution of Laplace*t equation is best expressed in cylindrical coordinates.

^<-*) = i;fe§ii"'<tTTrri;^»-
<^-'>

Vs-Vr ,
,^-\-r^-arcos4f

The total current can be calculated by integrating the current density, J over the area

and substituting equations 2.2 and 2.3 for J:

1= j J'da = -- jvV'da,
P

With equation 2.5 substituted for V we find the expression:

V(S) - V(R) p,_ (c + b){b + c)
RRQ.HS =

-J

=
^'"t(a + b + c)

<2-*'

where the subscript notation RpQjis is the resistance defined as the potential differ-

ence between contacts S and R (ie. V5 - V/j) per unit current through the contacts P

and Q, entering at P and leaving at Q. Similarly, we can find in rearranging the current

and voltage contacts:

_ p (o + t)(6 + c)
flo«.sP - -jIn . (2.7)

Combining equations 2.6 and 2.7 we find the general relationship:

where it is now clear that a measurement of the resistances RpQjis and Rqr^p and

the uniform thickness of the sample are the only quantities required to determine the

resistivity, p.
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The above formula can be extended to general arbitrarily shaped samples using the

Riemann mapping theorem where two simply connected regions can be mapped confor-

mally on each other. Within this theorem an analytic function maps the upper half plane

in one complex plane onto an irregularly shaped region in a different complex plane. Tak-

ing the semi-infinite plane discussed above as the upper half plane and the real sample

corresponding to the arbitrarily shaped region in a different complex plane, images of

the contacts P, Q, R and S will exist on the real sample, say A, B, C and D. If a current

I* is driven through the contacts A and B and 1* is chosen such that ^^ = ^, where p*

and d* are the resistivity and thickness of the real sample, the voltage difference across

C and D is then equal to that across R and S and it follows that ^ RpQjis — ^ ^abjcd

and - R^A.5p = ^ Rbc.d>i* Substituting these changes into Equation 2.8 it becomes

apparent that this formula extends to the general case of samples with arbitrary shape.

In general, the resistivity of a sample with a uniform thickness and four contacts A,

B, C and D along the perimeter is given by the functional formula:

_ ^d Rab,cd -H Rbcda ^s Rab,cd V

ln2 2 Rbcda

where f, a function of the ratio A = t^^'^° , satisfies the relation:
"BCDA

c'/cSIF) +c-7Sftr = 1.

2.2.1 The Interface Devices

The general layout of the resistivity experiment is shown schematically in Figure 2.2.

The most notable instrument not included in this Figure is the Computer which is a

simple IBM compatible 486 that is used solely for this experiment. Other components

not included will be mentioned in their appropriate context. The resistivity station

was designed to be used in two different experimental settings: a He-3 Cryostat and an
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external probe. The specifics of each set-up will be described in turn while discussing the

details of the temperature monitoring in which lies their essential difference. The actual

experiment involves driving a current (ie. Model 220 Keithley Current Source) through

the sample and then measuring the corresponding voltage difference (ie. HP 34420A

Nano Volt Meter). In the simplest linear' experiment the contacts form a single line

with the voltage contacts in between the current contacts. The current is driven through

the sample, the voltage is measured and the resistance is calculated as before. The

polarity is then reversed taking into account thermal emfs in the sample and the resulting

resistance is averaged with that previously taken. In the van der Pauw technique the

actual resistivity is calculated with the sample thickness being the only extra parameter.

As in Figure 2.2 the current and voltage lines are split into two directions, one going

directly to the ssmiple and the other entering a junction. Within the junction the current

is directed to one of two switches that open and close simultaneously. These switches are

part of an HP 34970A Data Acquisition / Switching Unit that has three rear slots for

various plug-in modules. Two modules are used in this Unit including the HP 34901A 20-

Channel Armature Multiplexer discussed later and the HP 34903A 20-Channel Actuator

/ General Purpose Switch. The common or pivot point of the switch is then attached to

the Indium pad and to the specific contact on the sample. In the present configuration

the current will be directed vertically along the left hand side of the sample while the

voltage is measured on the right. The current polarity is then switched and the voltage

is re-sampled. The switches are then flipped up so that the current is driven horizontally

along the bottom of the sample while the sample voltage is measured along the top.

Once the measurement is repeated with the opposite polarity a single cycle of the van

der Pauw Resistivity is complete.

In the most elaborate case the sample would be mounted inside a He-3 Cryostat

(discussed in Chapter 3) where a LakeShore DRC-91CA Temperature Controller was
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used to monitor the temperature of the sample. The Cryostat was designed with three

temperature sensors, two on the sample stage and one on the bolometer stage. One sensor

on each stage is sensitive below 6 K and the extra sensor on the sample stage is used at

all other temperatures. In most experiments the sample was mounted on the bolometer

stage In spite of the fact that there was only one temperature sensor as a result of this

stage being better thermally isolated and capable of cooling the sample consistently to 0.4

K. The temperature controller converts all measurements internally (ie. Kelvin) before

being sent across the bus back to the computer. When the external probe is used the

experiment is usually much quicker and easier with the choice of inserting the probe into

either a Nitrogen or helium dewar depending on the temperature range of interest. These

benefits come at the cost of the four degrees Kelvin often of particular interest below the

boiling point of helium. The temperature monitoring is achieved via a LakeShore DT-

450 Silicon Diode Temperature Sensor mounted on the copper plate directly underneath

the sample. A Model 102 Constant Current Source drives a current through the diode

package and the voltage is measured using the internal DMM of the Data Acquisition Unit

accessed via the Multiplexer mentioned above. The voltage is then read by the computer

which uses a Chebychev series written into the software to evaluate the temperature. The

specific framework of this software including a brief introduction to the object-oriented

programming style and the interface details follows in the next section.

2.3 Object-Oriented Programming

Object-oriented programming is a modern alternative to the structured programming

style developed in the 60's and 70^s through languages such as BASIC, Pascal and FOR-

TRAN. This earlier framework has a single main module containing the top down se-

quence of events that the computer will execute consecutively. Subroutines and functions
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located outside this module are designed to control and execute specific elements of the

program. They are means of organizing the program into smaller blocks to make the

program more transparent for editing and modification. Like this programming frame-

work object-oriented programming uses functions or subroutines to accomplish specific

tasks yet the organization of these functions is radically different. In this programming

model several key techniques are used to design a program that resembles the workings

of real life objects. For example, if you are writing a program to add several numbers

and then print out a receipt it would seem rather intuitive to design a program that

would have one component control the functions of the calculator and another control

the printing. The program sections could be organized yet distinct or encapsulated so

that any modification to one component would require little or no maintenance to the

remainder of the program. Another object-oriented signature that supplements the eo-

capeulation concept is designing program sections that are inheritable. If for instance a

component of your program initiates a 'PLAY' process it should not matter if it is a CD

player, video recorder or cassette player. Once this function of the program is complete

another section will initiate depending on the next event that occurs. This is another

feature that encourages the programmer to creatively write the code to save coding and

compilation time while maintaining a transparent modular project.

Within the C-f+ programming language the encapsulation of the code is accomplished

through the use of classes while inheritance can come from existing libraries or personally

designed classes. A class is a collection of variables and functions that together represent

a category of objects. Each instance of a class is called an object

The program that was written for this thesis, referred to as ^ResisTo*, involves several

classes that provide the modular organization to the project which are shown in Table

2.1. The backbone of the program is the application class that controls the messages
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Table 2.1: The Class sections of the ^ResisTo* program all control

specific object-like sections of the program as described

in detail in the text.

Class
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executes the program and creates the active message loop necessary for user created

events; the ^sential features are written in the following lines of code.

•include <ovl\applicat.h>

•inclnda <ovl\fraB«vin.h>

class ResstApp : public TApplication

{

public:

void InitNainWindovO

<

HainUindov new TFraaeWindovCO, "ResisTo", ieeeWindov)

;

}

}:

int OwlNain(int, char^D)

{

leeeRelayApp ieeeRelayApp;

return ieeeRelayApp.RunO

;

>

The Brst two lines are preprocessor directives that locate header files with necessary

functions pre-defined in libraries on the hard drive of the computer. Libraries such

as the object windows library (OWL) enable the programmer to do a lot with very

little actual code. The class ResstApp inherits all the capabilities of the TApplication

class already declared and defined in the OWL. A special function, InitMainWindow()
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is declared and defined and allocates memory neoessary for the creation of the main

window with the title 'ResisTo'. The execution of the entire program is accomplished

in the OwlMain analogous to the Main() in a regular C-style program. The first line

relates to the above application object in which an instance of the application class is

created. The function Run() inherited from TApplication calls an initialization function,

InitApplicationO (hidden in the OWL) which sets up everything required for the first

copy of the application to be run. Run() then calls InitlnstanceO (hidden in the OWL)

which in turn calls InitMainWindow() which creates the main window of the application.

Finally, Run() calls the message process loop and waits for the next message that comes

from the user.

The other classes such as controlling the devices, the graphical output and user input

are separate components of the whole project and can be manipulated in isolation. Their

appearance is similar to the above example except that usually all functions are declared

within the class (ie. void, float, char *, double, etc.) and defined outside of the class

(specific function commands). This is for the most part up to the programmer but

maintaining a small and concise class makes modifications much easier and errors more

transparent.

The final goal of the project was to obtain a plot of the Resistivity as a function of

temperature for a given material. Before we go into the physics of the experiment itself

a brief look at the communication network will provide the necessary link between the

software outlined above and the experiment itself.

2.4 Controlling Devices Using the GPIB

The General Purpose Interface Bus or GPIB also known as the IEEE-488 Bus was de-

signed as a parallel data transfer medium to optimize data transfer without using an
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excessive number of bus lines. In achieving this goal the bus has only eight data transfer

lines that are used for both data and some commands as well as five bus management

lines and three handshake lines. The general framework is shown in Figure 2.3. Because

of the parallel design up to fifteen devices can be included in the network receiving the

information simultaneously.

II III 4^

Device 4
!• Switch Unit

Device 3

to. Voltm«i«r

Device 2

to. Sourc*

Device 1

to. Computer

To Other Devices

(- Data Bus

Data
Transfer Control

Interface
Management

{ 8 Data Lines

I
3 Handshake Lines

f 5 Management Lines

Figure 2.3: The General Purpose Bus is a parallel data transfer

medium utilizing eight data lines, Bve interface man-
agement lines and three handshake data transfer control

lines.

The typical network will have one controller (usually the computer) and the rest of

the devices act as talkers (send data) or listeners (receive data) (note that the controller

here acts as both talker and listener as some devices do as well). Several devices may

be commanded to listen at once, but only one device may be a talker at any given time.

Before a device can talk or listen, it must be appropriately addressed from the controller
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W«:

using its primary address. Once a device is addressed to talk, it will usually place its

data on the bus one byte at a time. The listening device will then read this information,

and the appropriate software can then be used to channel the information to the desired

location.

Coordinating communication across the bus is achieved using management and hand-

shake lines. These lines help to ensure that an orderly transfer of data is maintained.

Specifically, the interface management lines include an attention line (ATN), the inter-

face clear (IPC), Remote Enable (REN), End or Identify (EOI), and the service request

line (SRQ). ATN distinguishes whether the item on the bus is a command or data while

IFC puts the bus in a known state. REN allows instruments to be set up on the bus

for remote operation while EOI terminates a multi-byte sequence. The SRQ line, as its

name suggests, is a device command asking the controller for service. The handshake

lines are used when data is available to be sent across the bus. Of the three available

lines one is controlled by the device and two are controlled by the controller.

Information on the bus lines is controlled by bus specific commands outlined in the

^standard instrument control library' (SICL) and the devices are controlled by device

specific commands designed by the manufacturer. To open a session with a particular

device the iopen command is used that addresses a specific instrument. The computer

can then communicate with that device using a combination of bus and device specific

commands as in the next example.

iprintfCiCurrent. ••BlLlI20E-3V100X\n)

;

iprintf (iCurrent, "FlX\n);

iprintfCiDM. "MEAS:VOLT:DC?\n) ;

iscanfCiDn, *'Xt", Datain)

;
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In the first two lines the 'iprintf commands are the bus specific commands that are

sent from the controller (computer) to the listener (current source). Within the brackets

is the device specific commands that tell the instrument what to do. The current source is

solely a listener in this situation since it sends no data back along the bus. In the second

example the 'iprintf bus command is between the computer and the Nano- Voltmeter.

The computer tells the Voltmeter to measure the dc voltage and then through the "iscanf

bus command send the data back to the computer to be stored as a number in the

MeterReading variable. The other device specific commands use this same framework

allowing the specific instruments to achieve their role in the experiment. Various tests

of the system reveal the devices and software to accurately measure the dc-Resistivity

of very metallic samples distinguishing characteristics of the order of /iOhm-cm. These

tests are discussed in their appropriate context in the latter sections of this manuscript.





Chapter 3

Reflectance Spectroscopy

S.l The Optical Response Functions

In the preceding chapter the Van der Pauw method described a technique to measure the

response of a material to an applied DC field. If the field is applied to a material with a

dielectric function, ( and conductivity, or these are related by:

D = cE

J = aE

where D and J are the electric displacement and current density respectively. Within

this picture a describes the response of charges free to move an arbitrary distance while

c is related to the resulting polarization of bound charges. The resistivity being the

temperature dependent function of inverse conductivity provides insight into this result-

ing current density. When the applied field is frequency dependent (ie. electromagnetic

radiation) the functions, ( and <7, which describe the interaction must be extended into

the frequency domain with the steady state picture giving only the u; -^ limiting case.

The description of an electromagnetic wave propagating in a medium is derived from

MaxwelPs Equations in Appendix A. Corresponding to this applied frequency dependent

field are then a conductivity and dielectric response that become functions of frequency.

The physical picture used above is now altered in that the free charges no longer move

arbitrarily far but rather oscillate with the applied field. The bound charges are no longer

28
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displaced to new equilibrium positions but also oscillate at the field frequency. In this

case the frequency response of the charges may not be entirely in phase with the applied

field and thus the optical functions are complex.

Two elementary classical models provide further qualitative insights into these func-

tions and also provide an elementary quantitative framework to investigate and interpret

the response of materials to electromagnetic radiation. These are the Lorentz and Drude

models and are outlined in the next sections following primarily the discussion given by

Wooten[30].

S.1.1 The Lorentz Model

An atom consists of electrons bound to a nucleus. The outer valence electrons surrounding

the nucleus are continuously absorbing energy from their environment (ie. an external

elcMTtric field) and in a classical sense oscillating like a mass on a spring connected to the

nucleus. The electron is governed by the equation of motion:

m-^ + mr^ + mw^r = -cEioc- (3.1)

The resulting induced dipole moment p = cr is given by:

p = f!^— \^-—- = qEuh:. (3.2)
m (u;| — a;') — iFu;

Now assuming that the local field used in equation 3.2 can be taken as the average

field of a macroscopic system (ie. < E|oc > = E) we can write the polarization as:

P = iV<p>=yVo<E|oc>.

An external field, D incident on a material polarizes the material according to the

relationship:
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D = cE = E + 4jrP.

Solving for i and substituting for the polarizability we obtain the dielectric response:

4wNe^ 1

'"^*" m (u;2-u;2)-,Tu;'
^^'^^

Separating the real and imaginary components of the dielectric function we obtain

the expressions:

_ 4>ryVe^ Fu;

This physical picture is of little use unless we can extend it to many atoms with many

electrons. Taking the sum of equation 3.3 over all oscillating electrons we have:

e = l + 1^5:j-T ^' .„ ^ (3.6)

where N) is the density of electrons with resonance frequency u/j and scattering rate

Tj, This result can be altered to give a slightly different interpretation in terms of the

quantum mechanical transition of electrons from one quantum state to another. Instead

of summing over the electron densities in equation 3.6 we write it in terms of another

parameter, the oscillator strength, fj which is a measure of the relative probability of a

quantum mechanical transition with energy hujj. Equation 3.6 becomes:
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where the oscillator strength satisfies the sum rule:

J

A summary of the reflectance obtained within the Lorentz model is given along the

right side of Figure 3.1 along with the complex index of refraction and dielectric function.

The reflectance reveals a broad structure with a sharp edge near the resonance frequency.

The index of refraction at the lowest frequencies is predominantly real (ie. n) reflecting

the transmissive character below Uo. The relationship between the dielectric function

and the index of refraction:

t2 = 2nk

suggests that (i % n^ and ej % for u; < u;^. Near this frequency the imaginary extinction

coefficient, k rises sharply indicative of strong damping of the electromagnetic wave

propagating in the sample. This dissipative character is most apparent in the imaginary

dielectric function peaking at w^. At higher frequencies the reflectance remains high

and then decreases sharply at a frequency well removed from the resonance which is

determined by the oscillator strength.

The essential insights provided by the Lorentz model can be applied to several phys-

ical systems pertaining to the electronic and atomic properties of materials. As noted

earlier, it describes the vibrations of an electron attached to a nucleus or to a collection

of electrons involved in transitions from one energy state to another. These so-called

interband transitions occur at energies above the mid-infrared region of the electromag-

netic spectrum where the incident radiation is of sufficient energy to allow such electronic

transitions. At lower energies, such as the far-infrared, another physical picture where
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this description of motion can also be applied involves atomic vibrations where the exter-

nal field drives oscillations in the relative positions of the ions forming the crystal lattice.

Within this region of the spectrum transitions of electrons within the same band (ie.

intra-band transitions) are of interest and are described by the following Drude Model.

8.1.2 The Drude Model

While the Lorentz model describes the motion of bound electrons the Drude model de-

scribes the influence of an external field on free electrons where the spring constant, k

(ic. u;o = J^ in equation 3.1) is set to asero.

Experimentally the functions of particular interest are the related dielectric function

and conductivity. Within the Drude model they take the form:

e=l- "^ u;^V-.T)

I h^ ki* r iu

where u;^ = *'^* is the so-called plasma frequency which can be identified by the

zero crossing of ci as shown in Figure 3.1. The scattering rate of charge carriers, P, is

related to their lifetime or mean free time between collisions, ^ = f • If this scattering

mechanism is not included in these models the resulting conductivity is a completely

imaginary function implying that optical absorption and energy dissipation are primarily

contained within <Ti (which is directly related to 12)-

At high frequencies such that u; >> F the response of the free electrons is essentially

undamped and the dielectric function written in terms of the plasma frequency reduces

to[18]:
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Figure 3.1: The frequency dependence of the reflectance, index of

refraction and the dielectric function for the Drude and

Lorentz models. In both models the same initial param-

eters were used to provide a more uniform comparison.

The curves were calculated starting from, f|, (2 given in

Equation 3.4 and 3.5 for the Lorentz model and Equa-

tion 3.9 for the Drude model using the scattering rate,

r = 200 cm~' and w> = 500 cm~'. In the Lorentz model

the center frequency was 50 cm~^
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(J

The high frequency dielectric constant associated with the polarizability of the rigid

positive background often lowers the value of the observed plasma frequency through

screening altering Equation 3.11 into the form:

«M = <(oo)(l - '^) (3.12)

where the screened plasma frequency is modified into the form, J^ = jr^^. For the

present discussion we are interested in the transverse modes of oscillation within the

material. From the wave equation the resulting dispersion relation for electromagnetic

radiation propagating in a non-magnetic medium is given by:

,» = ^<(u;,q). (3.13)

The real component of the dielectric function within the Drude model as shown

in Figure 3.1 is predominantly negative at low frequencies which when inserted into

Equation 3.13 implies that q be imaginary and the electromagnetic wave is damped

resulting in the high reflectance. At higher frequencies t\ is positive, q is real and a

transverse electromagnetic wave propagates with the phase velocity ~. If Equation 3.12

is substituted into Equation 3.13 we arrive at the explicit dispersion relation:

^=^ = ^(-'-wi). (3.14)

The zero crossing of ci, when a; = a;p«, is then the low frequency cutoff of propagating

transverse electromagnetic waves. The wavevector q -^ implies that the wavelength

of the oscillation is infinite and the electrons all oscillate in pha8e[30]. The transverse

electric field of light moves the crystal electrons as a whole perpendicular to its direction
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of propagation without changing their den8ity|31j. So although the transverse niode of

oscillation gives rise to a zero in the dielectric function it is not a true plasma oscillation

as in the longitudinal displacement of the charge carriers within the plasma since there

is no associated polarization charge density. Such longitudinal excitations are common

in the field of electron spectroscopy where an external beam of electrons is capable of

altering the intrinsic electron density[31].

Table 3.1: Various equations can be used to extract the plasma fre-

quency depending on the known quantities. The units

can often be cumbersome and confusing so a summary
is included with the units of each component written

explicitly. The first column gives the final units of the

calculation while the last column provides a quick con-

version factor to change from one to the other.

Units
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Calculating the plasma frequency can be carried out using a variety of formulas and

since the units have a tendency to be terribly cumbersome they are included in Table 3.1.

Within this summary of formulae are a variety of physical phenomena that one can use.

In the first row the regular CGS units are used to arrive at the plasma frequency written

in units of rad/s[32]. The regular conversion into inverse seconds involves a factor of 2ir

through 1/ = u//2ir. The parameters required are the number density, n the electrostatic

unit of charge and the mass, m. Within the second definition the transformation from

rad/s to cm'* involves the above mentioned factor of 2ir as well as the speed of light

given in cm/s which follows from the relation, u = c/A. The third formula involves the

magnetic penetration depth, A in the superconducting state attainable experimentally

using a variety of probes including far-infrared and microwave spectroscopy. Since this

is the only parameter required this formula has obvious merit. Note however that in this

case uip refers only to the density of carriers in the superconducting condensate. The final

formula includes the scattering rate, F and the dc-resistivity the latter also being easily

accessible experimentally. The factor of 60 (ie. 4n x 4.77 cm"V(^~*cn^"*)) involves the

conversion from inverse D-cm to simply cm~^ Making use of these equations can provide

a great deal of insight into the intrinsic character of the material.

The Drude model as discussed above is quite useful experimentally as it is intimately

related to the dc-resistivity as mentioned earlier in the limit u; -> 0. Figure 3.2 shows what

the Drude model looks like for a metal at various temperatures. The plasma frequency

depending only on the density of free electrons should not change with temperature. The

y-intercept is simply the inverse dc-resistivity which is related to the scattering rate and

plasma frequency through:

^^(t*' = 0) « -J^ - F « '^ (3.15)^
' 60F 60
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Figure 3.2: The temperature dependence of the optical conductiv-

ity derived from the Drude model of Equation 3.10 (ie.

the real component). The plasma frequency, yjp reflects

the transport properties of Sr^RuO^ within the ab-plane

with various scattering rates calculated using Ek|uation

3.15.
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wher« the scattering rate and the plasma frequency have units of cm~' and p4e has the

regular units of H — cm and the resistive unit is absorbed in the pure number. The

scattering rate giving the linewidth from zero frequency is therefore also temperature

dependent, as shown in Equation 3.15« reflecting the decreasing rate of scattering as the

temperature is reduced in the case of a metal. A final extension of the Drude model

serving to illuminate the physics of the intrinsic scattering behaviour of the material

is intuitively referred to as the extended Drude model and is introduced in the next

sub-section.

S.1.3 The Extended Drude Model

Equation 3.10 describes the classical Drude Model which includes a scattering rate, P =

1/r and mass contained within the plasma frequency notation. The extended model[33)

involves rewriting the complex conductivity in terms of a complex memory function,

M(u;,T) = l/r(u;,T) - ia;A(u;,T) giving:

1 u;' 1 up
<^(*^,T) =

45;:^(^ J.J ^iw^ii l/r(u;,r) - iu;(l + X{uj,T))'
^^'^^^

The quantities, 1/t(u;,T) and A(u;,T) describe the frequency dependent scattering rate

and mass enhancement of electronic excitations due to many-body interactions[34). The

familiar form of the Drude conductivity can be recovered by introducing the renormalized

scattering rate 1/t*(u;,T) = 1/[t(u;,T)(1 -H A(u;,T))) and the effective plasma frequency

«^;V(1 + A(u;,T)) giving:

I u;''(u;, T)

^(^-^)=r- |/tr r, (3.17)
4ir 1/t*(u;, / ) - iw

One can solve for the physical \/t(uj) and 1 -I- A(u;) using the conductivity as derived

from the experimentally obtained reflectance. The frequency dependent scattering rate
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is defined as:

1 iJ* 1

= 7^ «e( —-!—-), (3.18)
T{uf,T) Aw "a{uJ,T)

while the mass enhancement factor is derived from:

,+A(w.r) ==^ = ig/m(-l-). (3.19)

where a = <Ti(u;, T) + i<T2(u;f T) is the complex conductivity and ufp is the unscreened

plasma frequency.

The models discussed in the present Section can be used to yield optical functions

that reveal the intrinsic nature of condensed materials. The reflectance and how it is

used to extract the above functions along with an introduction into the instrumentation

follows in the next sections.

3.2 The Kramers-Kronig Relations

The experimentally obtained reflectance is defined as the unitless fraction:

fl(u.) = r(u;)r-(u,) = ,,'(w) = ^^^^

where r(u;) = />(u;)e'*^'*'^ is the complex reflectivity amplitude and £,«< and Er«/ are

the incident and reflected Electric field respectively. In the first form of the definition

both a real and an imaginary component are included but since the definition involves

a multiplication of terms with their complex conjugate's any explicit reference to the

imaginary component disappears.

Examining the same situation from a slightly different perspective, the classical de-

scription of light normally incident on a material is outlined in Appendix A.2 k. A.3. The

relationship between the reflectance and the complex index of refraction is given by:
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where we have assumed that the light propagates from empty space into a medium

with a complex index of refraction, N = n + ik. Therefore from Equation 3.20 we find a

relationship between the reflectance and the material specific complex index of refraction

yet it is impossible to extract the real and imaginary components using the reflectance

alone.

This problem is remedied by considering the situation depicted in Figure 3.3. In the

top frame a waveform, A, composed of a superposition of many frequencies is incident

on a sample at t = 0. E^h single frequency extends from -oo to +oo where destructive

interference produces the zero input for t < 0. At t = the sample absorbs a particular

frequency of light, B, which gives the output A - B in the bottom frame. This implies

that there is an effect (output) before a cause (input) and breaks the law of causality. A

physical system would require the initial superposition of frequencies to adjust so as to

cancel frequency B for times t < 0. Electromagnetic radiation incident on a system is then

not only absorbed but shifted in frequency relating the real and imaginar>' components

of the response function.

The Kramers-Kronig relations satisfy this demand of causality as shown in Appendix

A.4 and relate the real reflectance to the shift in phase of the incident and reflected

Electric field. They are used in general to find the imaginary part of the response of a

linear passive system if we know the real component at all frequencies and vice ver8a(18).

If the natural logarithm of the reflectivity amplitude is taken on both sides we have:

lnr{uj) = Inpiu;) + i0{uj). (3.21

)

Applying the dispersion relations (derived in Appendix A.4) we can write:
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Figure 3.3: In the upper frame waveform A, composed of a super-

position of many frequencies, is incident on a sample

at t=0. Suppose the system absorbs a single frequency

of light, B shown in the middle frame. When that sin-

gle frequency is absorbed we are left with a modified

waveform A-B, as shown in the lower frame. It is clear

first that no physical system can have an output before

the arrival of the input signal. This implies that the re-

sponse function cannot simply describe the absorption

but must also involve a phase or shift in frequency of all

other components such that the absorbed component is

cancelled for t < 0. Adapted from Toll[35]
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inp(u,) = -p / -^du\ (3.22)

«H=-ipr;^aL,'. (3.23)

Since the input and output functions must be real we have r(-u;) = r*(u;) and we can

rewrite Equation 3.23 as:

Equation 3.24 now extends over the frequency range from to oo and thus extrapo-

lations must be used in the ranges that experimental data cannot be obtained. Several

of these extrapolations will be discussed in the text whenever appropriate. The above

dispersion relation must be integrated numerically to obtain the frequency dependent

phase which then allows for the calculation of the remaining optical functions.

3.3 The Experimental Apparatus and Sample Preparation

3.3.1 The Martin-Puplett Type Polarizing Interferometer

In conventional spectroscopic studies a polychromatic light source is first directed onto

a prism or grating in order to spatially separate the individual wavelengths of the initial

beam. The intensity of light is further reduced by passing this fraction of light through a

slit and then onto the sample. The frequency dependent spectrum is obtained point by

point by rotating the grating thus allowing all the frequencies of the source to become

incident on the sample.

The Martin-Puplett type polarizing interferometer accomplishes the same task of

providing a plot of intensity versus frequency with several advantages. The full intensity
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of the mercury - xenon light source (unaltered light) is incident upon the sample so that

information is gathered from all frequencies simultaneously. As shown in Figure 3.4|36|

the light source emits light onto two mirrors, through a polarizing grid and polarizing

beamsplitter. The light is then directed towards two 90* roof mirrors and recombined

at the beamsplitter. The resulting interference wave pattern or interferogram is then

directed through a polarizing chopper and out of the spectrometer. The spectrum is

calculated by taking the Fourier transform of the interferogram.

c.

I M»
L Hf-K* LuBf
M, Coa«<w> Murar
M.* M.
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P«r«botai4al murm

Figure 3.4: The Martin-Puplett Type Polarizing Interferometer is

a modern spectrometer that uses the principles of In-

terferometry and Fourier TVansforms to allow frequency

dependent spectra to be collected using the entirety of

the light beam^s intensity.

3.3.2 The Helium - 3 Cryostat

An overview of the Helium-3 cryostat is shown in 3.5(36]. The light pattern is directed

from the Interferometer into one of two light-pipes causing the light to reflect from

the sample or reference mirror. The reference mirror takes into account the immediate

conditions of the experiment effectively normalizing the sample signal to the environment
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(ie. lamp intensity, signal drift, etc.). The incident light is filtered at several

using a variety of materiab depending on the range of the spectrum that is of particular

intere8t|37|. .

oe
cr

Figure 3.5: The Helium - 3 Cryostat holds both the sample and
reference mirrors as well as the infrared detector or

bolometer. This Cryostat is cooled in several stages and
since the sample and bolometer stages are separate the

experimenter can choose any temperature in the range
of 0.4 K - 90 K.

Detection was accomplished using a bolometric sensor composed of a doped silicoo

element thermally bonded to a Sapphire substrate coated with a thin, absorbing layer

of bismuth. Two bolometers were used that operate at 0.38 K and 4.2 K the choice of

which depended on the temperatures and the frequency range of inteiest. The sample

and bolometer stages within the cryostat are isolated from one another to allow the

temperature of the sample stage to be altered while maintaining the optimal temperature

for detection. The temperature capabilities of the Cryostat extend from 0.38 K up to 90
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K where the thermal isolation of the two stages bre«ks down and the signal quality b

degraded to the point where obtaining reliable spectra is no longer possible.

The experiment requires two runs on the same sample; light reflecting from the pure

sample and then from the gold coated sample. Such a technique provides a normalized

absolute reflectance not dependent on surface irregularities. An in-situ gold evaporation

technique, where the sample chamber is not modified other than the evaporation of the

gold onto the sample, is used to obtain the absolute reflectance.

3.3.3 The Bomem Mid-Infrared Spectrometer

The mid-infrared region of the spectrum was obtained using a BOMEM (Hartmann k

Braun) MB Series Spectrometer. The sample is mounted within a He-4 cold flnger cryo-

stat where an external window exposes the sample to the beam from the spectrometer.

Detection within this system is achieved using a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) de^

tector which is optimized for operation at 77 K.

3.3.4 Anisotropy and Crystal Orientation

Often when solids form in periodic arrays for various reasons the crystal structure is

quite different along the main crystal axes. As a result the physical properties of such

83r8tems must be described in terms of multi-dimensional tensors. Such directional specific

information is important if the material under investigation is to be understood in any

detail.

The experimental problem with such experiments is to discern ail the crystal di-

rections that are unique. SmTiOa has an orthorhombic structure suggesting that the

properties along all three axes may be of individual interest whereas Sr2Ru04 has a

highly anisotropic tetragonal structure giving only two unique axes.
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Figure 3.6: Using the fact that the reflectance is very much higher

along the a axes mid-infrared tests were completed as

a function of polarizer angle. In the bottom panel the

high points indicate electric field polarization primarily

along the a axis while low points are the perpendicular

c axis.
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Since the Sr2Ru04 and SmTiOa crystals provided for this research were synthesized

elsewhere knowledge of the crystal orientation was of utmost importance. In the caae

of SraRu04 the Japanese group said that a particular face contained only the a and c

axes. Since the mid-infrared for this particular compound is relatively high along the ab

plane and much lower in the perpendicular direction a polarizer was used to determine

the points of maximum and minimum intensity as a function of angle as shown in Figure

3.6. As the mid-infrared polarizer is rotated through 360* a sinusoidal relationship of

the intensity of the |>olarized reflectance is observed. The specific points are integrations

of the reflectance over a wide range as a function of polarizing angle. The experiment

was completed for the sample and the reference mirror and then divided like an actual

reflectance measurement to take into account the polarization properties of the lightsource

and optics.

Unfortunately, after the first optical measurement was completed it became obvious

that the particular crystal face was not entirely a and c. To confirm this suspicion

the Laue diffraction technique was used and a misorientation identified such that that

particular sample was abandoned. Another sample was then properly aligned using the

Laue technique. SmTiOa was also aligned using the Laue method.
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TVansport Properties of Antiferromagnetic SmTiOa

4.1 Introduction

t

Of considerable interest and already introduced in Chapter 1 are the complex high tem-

perature superconductors. These materials have evaded a complete description not only

in terms of their high transition temperatures and unconventional superconductivity but

also in terms of their normal state properties[38]. Recently it has been established that

these materials have a pseudogap, or a partial gapping of the Fermi surface which gives

rise to a suppression in the density of low-energy excitations[34]. EUu'ly evidence for

such gap-like behaviour came through normal state NMR measurements of the Knight

Shift, which probes the uniform spin susceptibility [39] but now photoemission has pro-

vided possibly the most detailed picture of the pseudogap in k-space[40]. It is now also

a widely accepted feature of the Far-Infrared spectral properties of these materials re-

vealed as a temperature dependent suppression in the conductivity, well above Tc[41].

Associated with this diminished spectral weight in the Far-Infrared is a transfer to higher

energies[42], while an expected transfer to the u; = <$-function is only observed in the

superconducting state. While the magnetic experiments suggest that the pseudogap

originates from early pairing of the electron spins the optical measurements reveal that

this spin gap affects the transport properties effectively correlating the spin and charge

excitations.

Insights into the transport and optical properties of other perovskite based compounds

48
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^;^

provides a broader experimental framework with the goal of giving a more fundamen-

tal description of such interactions. Although SmTiOs is insulating in nature a subtle

relationship also exists between its charge and magnetic degrees of freedom.

4.2 The Results

Figure 4.1: The zone center modes of the cubic perovskite include:

a) the bending b) stretching and c) external modes. The
silent vibrational mode is shown in d). The atom con-

vention is the same as in Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1. The
small open circles are oxygen while the large filled cir-

cles are the rare-earth sites.

The cubic |>erovskite structure, introduced in the first chapter, having five atoms per

formula unit gives a dispersion relation with three acoustic branches and twelve optical

branches. Group theory predicts five triply degenerate modes at the zone center, with

one of these being acoustic and one optically silent. Three IR active modes are expected

of Fa* symmetry. These are commonly referred to as the stretching (B-0 bond length),

bending (B-0 bond angle) and external mode (BOe vibrates against A)[23] as shown in
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Figure 4.1. The orthorhombic modification, as shown through a factor group analysis by

Couzi and Huong[43|, results in 57 optical modes 25 of which are infrared active. These

break down into five external modes, five stretching modes, nine bending modes and six

new modes.

Figure 4.2 shows the unpolarized reflectance of SmTiOa at 60 K. The previously

identified IR active modes[23] labelled 2 and 3 have been assigned to the internal Ti-0

bending and stretching motions of the TiOe octahedron respectively. The mode labelled

1 at lower frequencies is assigned to the external mode in which the TiOe octahedron

vibrates against the rare-earth atoms. The lowest frequency mode at 70 cm~* was not

previously observed since that experiment did not extend as low in frequency. Since a

similar mode is also observed in the isostructural orthoferrite LaFe03[44] we identify it

as a component of the external phonon mode.

The magnetic susceptibility of the same sample used in the optical measurements

is shown in the inset of Figure 4.2. As the temperature is lowered an ordering of the

spins occurs spontaneously at 50 K where SmTiOa enters an antiferromagnetic state.

The failure of the magnetization to approach zero at the lowest temperatures is unclear

but could be attributed to the magnetic field directed in an arbitrary direction along

the orthorhombic crystal[19]. Recent neutron-diffraction measurements on variants of

the stoichiometric material namely, Smi-,Ti03 (x = 0.03, 0.05, 0.10) affirm that the

ordering is antiferromagnetic for x = 0.03 - 0.05 while all ordering disappeared with x=

0.10(45]. Amow et al. further characterized the magnetism of the Smo.97Tio.03O3 sample

used in this study finding magnetic moments of 0.72(1 )/i0 and 0.43(1 )/is on the Ti and

Sm sublattices respectively. The Ti moments were found to be oriented along the a axis

with a 7 ± 3** tilt toward the long b axis while the Sm spins were oriented 2 ± 2^ along

the c axis. A small ferromagnetic comi>onent was also observed but the specific direction

of this net moment could not be deduced.
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Figure 4.2: Un-polarized infrared reflectance measurements show
several split vibrational modes. Due to the orthorhom-

bic distortion each mode exhibits a split resonance char-

acter. Labels 2 and 3 correspond to the internal bend-

ing and stretching motions respectively while label 1 is

identifled with the external vibration.
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Due to the orthorhombic nature of the crystal structure reflectance meauiurements

were carried out in the far-infrared with the electric field polarized along specific crys-

tallographic directions. Figure 4.3 shows the polarized measurements for the long b-axis

in the upper frame labelled a) with one of the two similar short axes referred to as the

*-axis below in b).

The large phonon feature observed at 180 cm~* in the upper frame is shifted to 195

cm~* when the electric field is directed along the shorter a-axis. This dramatic shift in

frequency is accompanied by a very different evolution in lineshape with temperature.

The b-axis phonon narrows as the temperature is lowered while the mode in b) shows

very little change with temperature. At the lowest frequencies in both Figure 4.3a) and

b) an upturn of the reflectance is observed suggesting the presence of a finite background

conductivity.

At the onset of antiferromagnetism an interesting change is observed in the polarized

reflectance as shown in Figure 4.3(a). Along this long b-axis the feature marked with

an arrow appears below the Neel temperature at 120 cm~* and sharpens with lowering

temperature. The reflectance along the a-axis shown in the lower frame is essentially

temperature independent in this 100 - 140 cm~* range. Since no evidence of structural

transitions have been observed as low as 1.5 K[45] the temperature dependent mode along

the b-axis appears to be correlated with the magnetic transition.

Magnetic resonances have been observed in both ferromagnetic materials like Fe, Co

and Ni and in antiferromagnetic systems such as MnFallS). These so-called magnons

are discrete low lying excitations where the quantization follows just as for photons and

phonons:

where t^ is the energy of a mode of frequency u;* with ni, magnons. This excitation
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corresponds to the reversal of one spin |[18|.

Such spin waves associated with ant iferromagnetic materials have been observed ex-

perimentally using spectroscopic probes such as transmission as early as the 1960*8 on

NiO(46) and FeF3[47]. Reflectance spectroscopy was later introduced by Haussler et al.

investigating FeF] and CoF2[48|. These modes correspond to zone center excitations and

usually occur at low frequencies in the far-infrared. The antiferromagnetic zone-center

resonance of MnFj with a Neel temperature of 67.7 K for instance occurs at 8.7 cm~^

A higher frequency excitation in the same compound is observed at 100 cm~' attributed

to a two-magnon proces8(49). Due to wavevector conservation in the absorption process,

the wavevector of the absorbed excitation must be equal to the wavevector of light: q

= 2'Ky/t/X where t is the dielectric function of the material and A the wavelength of

light[50]. In the far-infrared typical values of q are on the order of 10 to 10^ cm"* which

is small in comparison to the zone boundary of the crystal (ie. kaz = 2ir/ao % 10*

cm"*). Therefore only long wavelength, zone-center transverse excitations are probed

by one-phonon or one-magnon absorption processes. Two-magnon (or two-phonon) or

higher order processes can be probed where the total wavevector is close to zero but the

individual excitation may have an arbitrary wavevector.

Consider the perovskite based antiferromagnets RbCoFs, RbMnFs and KNiFa all

sharing a simple cubic structure with Neel temperatures of 82.5, 101, and 245 K respec-

tively. Raman scattering studies of these materials have revealed modes in two distinct

energy ranges. Two magnon modes are observed at 133, 336 and 750 cm~* respectively

while single modes are observed for RbCoFa and KNiFa at 31 and 4.5 cm~*[51]. In addi-

tion, the isostructural orthoferrites, RFeOa order antiferromagnetically between 640 and

690 K. Single modes are observed between 10 and 20 cm~* while two-magnon scattering

occurs around 1000 cm~*[52). The preceding comparative materials suggest that a scal-

ing of the Neel temperature of SmTiOa with the observed resonance indicates an energy
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scale where the two magnon process is more probable than a single resonance mode.

It is of additional interest to note that this feature appears along the b axis whereas

the Ti and Sm spins lie primarily along the ac plane. The Ti spins as noted earlier

are tilted slightly along the b axis which suggests that possibly it is the ferromagnetic

component that plays a significant role in the development of the resonance.

Although these insights brought about through comparisons with the excitations of

several magnetic systems provide a useful framework for understanding the observed

excitation in SmTiOa an even more intimately related material complicates this present

picture. The optical conductivity provides the clearest comparison and is discussed in

the next section.

4.3 The Complex Conductivity

Figure 4.4 shows the real conductivity of the long b axis derived via the Kramers-Kronig

analysis. Several temperatures are shown with each successive curve shifted by 100

n"*cm"' in order to show the development of the feature below T^. The symmetric

feature assigned as a magnetic resonance is labelled M.

In the reflectance of Figure 4.3(a) the low frequency shoulder of the phonon band gives

rise to a step in the optical conductivity near 100 cm~* of approximately 20 fl~*cm"*

most evident at high temperatures in Figure 4.4. Since this background continues on

the high frequency side of the phonon band giving a Lorentzian-like form it is not clear

whether the mode near 120 cm~* develops out of this shoulder or is an entirely distinct

feature. The shape of the phonon mode situated at 175 cm~* is notably symmetric

at the highest temperatures. As the temperature is lowered while the high frequency

side of the band maintains its level the low frequency side sharpens and drops giving

the mode a skewed appearance. The shape is reminiscent of the Fano-like lineshape
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Figure 4.4: The Optical Conductivity of SmTiOa reveals a tempera-

ture dependent mode that appears in the ordered state.

A background conductivity is observed in the limit yj -¥

of the order of 20 n~'cm~'. A Lorentzian phonon
mode appears to become more asymmetric as the tem-

perature is lowered suggesting a coupling between the

mode and the background conductivity.
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resulting from a single mode interacting with a broad background[53] . Given the fact

that SmTiOs is insulating in its stoichiometric form this would seem rather remarkable.

Yet, as W2IS alluded to earlier nominally stoichiometric RTiOs compounds are susceptible

to doping through excess oxygen and vacancies on the rare-earth sitesfM]. X-ray data in

fact suggest that the sample of this study bears a stoichiometry of Smo.9rTi03[45|. This

weakly itinerant character shows up as a slight rise in the reflectance of Figure 4.3(a) at

the lowest frequencies. This in turn gives rise to a background conductivity in Figure

4.4 of 20 Q'^cm"* along the b-axis. This finite background has also been observed in

a recent Raman study on several compounds within the RTiOs series where, as in the

present study, certain phonon modes couple strongly to the observed background [55]

.

Comparing the nominally stoichiometric (ie. Smx>o.97Ti03) to a sample bearing a

slight increase in the number of vacant Sm sites (x = 0.95) is of particular interest not

only in terms of the background but in the very nature and temperature dependence

of the low lying excitations. This comparison is shown in Figure 4.5 where the nomi-

nally stoichiometric sample is referred to as the 'undoped' sample and Smo^ssTiOa is the

intentionally 'doped' compound.

The doped sample has a lower Neel temperature of 40 K[45) and the data is preliminary[56|.

At the highest temi>eratures the phonon observed near 175 cm"' has a symmetric appear-

ance for both the nominally stoichiometric (undoped) and doped samples. The feature at

120 cm"' that is nearly washed out in the undoped sample is quite evident in SmowTiOa

at temperatures well above the transition temperature of either sample. As the tempera-

ture is lowered the lower mode and higher phonon mode of both samples maintain a rigid

center frequency but the lineshape evolves slightly differently. The Fano-like asymmetry

in the phonon mode discussed above in the case of the undoped sample is not as evi-

dent in the doped compound. Rather a broad lineshape is observed at low temperatures

where the phonon mode may be split into several barely resolvable components. The
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Figure 4.5: The Optical Conductivity of nominal SmTiOi in com-
parison to intentionally doped Smo.gsTiOa reveals simi-

lar far-infrared features yet with subtle differences. The
feature at 120 cm~' is slightly more apparent at the

highest temperatures well above the Neel temperature

in the intentionally doped sample. As the temperature

is lowered the nearby phonon mode evolves differently

in the two samples.
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magnitude of the resonance at 120 cm'* is consistently higher for the undoped crystal

while the magnitude of the background at lower frequencies, although slightly higher for

the doped crystal, is essentially the same.

The strong similarities with this intimately related compound suggest that the feature

at 120 cm~^ is of similar origin. Yet, the excitation in the doped sample remains clearly

intact well above the Neel temperature. The remnant feature above the magnetic order-

ing temperature does not necessarily rule out the possibility of a magnetic origin since

magnetic resonances have been observed in materials as high as 4Tyv[51]. Although it

seems improbable that an extra phonon would appear along the axis to which the group

theoretical analysis assigned the fewest modes[43], this remains a possible explanation.

However, such a dramatic temperature dependent change in the vibrational excitation

spectrum would suggest a change in symmetry near the Neel temperature and yet no

structural changes have been observed over a wide temperature range. To provide a

more complete picture of the origin of the mode at 120 cm~* further experiments are

required on more highly doped variants of the stoichiometric sample.

The unique character of the undoped compound and its response to the magnetic

transition can be further quantified in fitting the conductivity to the form:

c^ = C + A. + ^Im\ , '"r*^ r + ^ "^ rf. ''*l <^')
43r Lj^f — u;^ — iwl M uj*i^ — ijj* — iwl ph

where the linear components C & A represent the background conductivity, while the

Lorentzian terms represent the magnetic resonance and phonon modes respectively. Wpj^,

u;2^, Vm and o/p,^, u;pp/^, T^h correspond to the plasma frequency, center frequency and

scattering rates of the magnetic and phonon modes respectively. The factor e"** accom-

modates an asymmetric line shape for the phonon.
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Figure 4.6: Through a fit to the real conductivity the asymmetry
of the phonon mode near 175 cm~' is quantified. At
the highest temperatures the parameter, 6 which mea-
sures the extent of asymmetry, appears essentially fiat

and temperature independent. As the temperature is

lowered through the magnetic transition a sharp drop
is found and apparent by the obvious asymmetry in the

optical conductivity at low temperatures. Such a line-

shape is reminiscent of the Fbno resonance and is in-

dicative of a coupling between a phonon mode and a

broad background.
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While the temperature wm lowered it wm observed that for the excitation at 120 cm"*

the oscillator strength increased while the scattering rate or linewidth decreased. This

mode maintained the same center frequency while the nearby phonon mode was observed

to harden slightly, narrow in linewidth and decrease in spectral weight suggesting the

possibility of a transfer to the lower magnetic mode. The preliminary data carried out

on the doped sample gave no clear systematic trends across the various temperatures

suggesting that parameter changes were marginal.

The asymmetry of the phonon mode characterized by the parameter which develops

at low temperatures is of particular interest and is unique to the undoped compound.

The temperature evolution of this parameter is shown in Figure 4.6. At the highest

temperatures and above T/v the phonon mode is symmetric as revealed by its nearly zero

magnitude. As the temperature is lowered and the sample enters the ordered state an

increased asymmetry is observed with an abrupt discontinuity near the Neel temperature.

The degree of asymmetry appears to saturate at the lowest temperatures where again

levels off. The phonon mode is then coupled to the background conductivity while at the

same time apparently sensitive to the magnetism of the system.

Similar to the under-doped cuprates where the c-axis DC transport shares an insu-

lating temperature dependence, the AC conductivity reveals a flat background with no

apparent Drude like coherence in the normal state transport[57]. The interaction be-

tween the magnetic excitations and the transport properties of the underdoped cuprates

manifested in the opening of the pseudogap suggests an interesting link to the properties

of nominally stoichiometric SmTiOa. While the true nature of the electrical transport

in each system is complex the present study suggests that SmTiOa bears an intriguing

magnetic influence such that the charge and spin excitations no longer behave in isolation.





Chapter 5

Transport Properties of Superconducting Sr2Ru04.

5.1 Recent Investigations into Sr2Ru04

The structural and metallic properties of Sr2Ru04 have been known for quite some time.

Polycrystalline samples were first synthesized in 1959 by Randall et al.[4]. About 35

years later Cava et al.[58] explored the localized to itinerant transition in the compound

Sr2lri-,Ru,04 looking for a 4d analogue of the High-Tc superconductors. Within the

same year Maenoet al.[ll] observed superconductivity in high quality crystals of Sr2Ru04

with a low transition temperature, Tc = 0.93 K. Since this discovery, a considerable in-

vestigative effort has exposed the ruthenate to nearly every experimental probe available;

a non-exhaustive summary is given in Table 5.1.

The electronic structure as calculated using the Local Density Approximation [24],

[59] reveals three bands that cross the Fermi energy level. Shown in Figure 5.1 are

the resulting three nearly two-dimensional sheets of fermi surface; two electron pockets

surrounding the F point and one hole sheet centered on the X point at the zone edge. The

experimental confirmation of the Fermi surface topography completed by independent

research groups provided a controversy that lasted over two years. The de Haas-van

Alphen, (dHvA) and Shubnikov - de Haas quantum oscillation measurements[60] matched

the predictions of the band structure calculations, while photoemission[65], provided

an incorrect[78) surface sensitive variation as shown in Figure 5.1. The Fermi surface

established Sr2Ru04 as a quasi two-dimensional Fermi-liquid.

62
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Table 5.1: A non-exhaustive summary of investigations involving

Sr2Ru04.

Year
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Pholoemission
Controversy

Figure 5.1: (a) The First Brillouin Zone of Sr2Ru04 and (b) Three
Sheets of Fermi Surface. The -) and /J are electron sheets

while the a sheet has hole character.

Rice and Sigrist, before many experiments had been completed, proposed a pair-

ing symmetry similar to that of He^ which exhibits an unconventional p-wave order

parameter[79]. /iSR[69], specific heat[70] and NMR[71] all provide strong evidence for

the p-wave (odd-parity) hypothesis where pairs are formed from charge carriers with

equal spin character. Theoretical models contending to explain the observed properties

of Sr3Ru04 have been pursued by a number of theorists. While Agterberg has focussed

on the orbital dependent[80] nature of the superconductivity and the vortex state[81] oth-

ers have concentrated on the implications of spin fluctuations and the close positioning

of SraRuO^ to magnetic instabilities[82]. Although the superconductivity of the system

bears significant scientific and historical importance it lacks real significance within the

present study. Yet, since the present research bears relevance to many classes of su-

perconducting materials a brief synopsis of superconductivity and the relevant features
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pertaining to Sr3Ru04 is included in Appendix C. An excellent review of unconventional

superconductivity was written by Sigrist and Ueda|83] while general articles pertaining

to superconductivity in He^ can be found in References |S4| and |85|.

Yet, the normal state character of He^ is of central importance where, as we men-

tioned in Chapter 1, the interactions between electrons become significant. The mass

enhancement in magnetic and thermodynamic measurements[27], the narrowing of the

conduction bandwidth compared to calculations as observed in photoemission (see refer-

ences in [25]) and the frequency dependence of the scattering rate in Raman data[62] are

a few of the experiments that suggest that the electron-electron interaction is of utmost

importance in the ruthenate system. An outline of the so-called Fermi liquid theory as

developed by Landau[86], following primarily the discussion by Hurd [87], is given in the

next subsection.

5.1.1 The Fermi Liquid Model

Consider a system of non-interacting particles such as the free electron model where the

electron-electron and electron-ion interactions are unimportant. The ground state of such

a system can be represented by a spherical Fermi surface in k-space at the Fermi energy.

Suppose that at time t an influence is switched on that raises the energy of a single

particle to energy Ei above E/. This excitation simultaneously fills and vacates states

above and below the Fermi energy respectively smd is referred to as an electron-hole pair.

Such a non-interacting picture may be a good starting |>oint for many systems, yet,

considering the number of free electrons in a metal (ie. 10^^) their interactive effect

must be determined. While collisions between electrons could contribute a significant

component to the scattering rate, the very number of interactions suggests a many body

problem of formidable complexity. To make an effort to accommodate the interactions

between constituents Landau, within the context of He^, introduced the concept of the
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Figure 5.2: In the interacting system the Coulomb repulsion to-

gether with the Pauli exclusion principle separate all

particles to a certain distance. The few excited states

of the interacting system carry this interaction cloud

and compose the quasiparticle concept. (Adapted from

Reference [87]).

Fermi liquid [86].

In turning on these interactions slowly the eigenstates of the non-interacting system

transform into certain eigenstates of the real system of interacting fermions[88]. Consider

as before, a small perturbation applied to the system where only a single particle is

excited. This excited state having a momentum state greater than the Fermi level is

composed of the excited constituent surrounded by an interaction void containing a

net deficit of one electronic charge[87] as represented in Figure 5.2. As a result of the

interactions they have different inertial properties as suggested in Table 5.1 where the

magnetic susceptibility (T-linear term) and specific heat (T-independent term) values

arc several times greater than those expected from (non-interacting) band theory.

In a real system the number of these elementary excitations is small compared to

the total number of particles and therefore the interacting system has been reduced to

a nearly non-interacting system of elementary excitations. These so-called quasipartides

suffer infrequent collisions with the remaining particles of the system and therefore have a



^k
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finite lifetime. In fact, the concept of a quasiparticle is only well-defined as long as AtAE

> h, that is, the lifetime of an excitation of energy AE is much greater than A/AE(87)

(ie. sufficiently close to the Fermi surface). The quasiparticle scattering rate varies as T'

when T > and u;' for u; > 0)[19|. It then follows that the resistivity, being proportional

to the scattering rate, would vary similarly with temperature taking the common form:

p^Po-^AT^ (5.1)

where po represents the residual contribution and the 7^ term involves electron-electron

scattering. Although the scattering cross-section of this interaction is significantly re-

duced by the Pauli Principle[18] it is still realized in true Fermi liquid like metals. Indeed

it has been observed within the present study in the case of Sr2Ru04, a seemingly Fermi

liquid model system.

5.2 Results: TVansport Measurements

5.2.1 The dc - Resistivity

Shown in Figure 5.3 are the plots of the resistivity vs. temperature for both the ab -

plane and the c-axis which were carried out using the van der Pauw method of Chapter

2. The c-axis was extracted using the relation, p^ = y/plpc- Sr2Ru04 is tetragonal so

P% % pah and therefore:

9c = ^. (5.2)
Pok

In the next series of plots Sample A refers to a very small fragment single crystal

and Sample B to a larger single crystal with dimensions of % 1x1x3 mm. The sample

dependent sensitivity of the resistivity is evident along both the ab-plane and c-axis and

is clearly evident in the corresponding anisotropy. The resistivity ratio, pdpmk for Sample
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A is 187 at 290 K and 70 at 4 K while the corresponding values for Sample B are 10

and 6 respectively. Comparing to other early literature values they can range at room

temperature from 130(89] to nearly 300(11] while at lower temperatures they generally

range over large values of 850 - 1400. For comparison, earlier literature values for both

Pa* and pe are included in the inset of Figure 5.3(11].

An interesting comparison is a unique composition of Sr2Ru04 with embedded mi-

crodomains of ruthenium which has been observed to enter the superconducting state

at temperatures as high as 3 K(90]. This enhancement of Tc is accompanied by an in-

creased interlayer coherence and a resulting, much lower, anisotropy ratio of 175 at low

temperatures which again demonstrates the dramatic sample dependence. It is suspected

that the sample examined in this thesis may suffer from these inclusions and thus this

comparison will be returned to in our discussion of both the c-axis transport and the

superconducting transition.

In comparison to the cuprates, Sr2Ru04 has been observed to display a metallic

linear temperature dependence along the ab-plane over a wide temperature range(91]. In

the present study Sample A generally follows this expected trend to about 300 K while

Sample B deviates significantly near 50 K increasing nearly linearly and flattening at

the highest temperatures. Since the temperature extends to only 290 K it is difficult to

determine whether the resistivity is merely changing slope, similar to the cuprates, or is

saturating as in a normal metal. If the mean free path approaches the lattice spacing

then, according to the loffe-Regel condition the resistivity should saturate near:

''
kfi

where pM = (h/e^)d (d is the interplane distance), k/ is a Fermi wavevector and / is the

mean free path[92]. In the case of the Lanthanum compound the level at which saturation

occurs has been calculated to be « 1 mncm[41] which is about four times higher than
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Temperature (K)

Figure 5.3: The Resistivity of Sr2Ru04 along the ab • plane and c

- axis shown over a wide temperature range. Anoma-
lies include the non-linearity of the ab-plane resistiv-

ity at higher temperatures and the lack of a crossover

along the c-axis. The early literature values, typical for

Sr2Ru04, are included in the inset[ll].
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the saturation level implied from Figure 5.3 for Sr2Ru04.

A curious feature in the inter-plane resistivity is an expected crossover where the pos-

itive temperature dependence {dpc/dT > 0) becomes negative ranging in the literature

from 80 K[91| to 130 K[ll]. In the present study no such dramatic crossover is observed

which again can be attributed to the increased inter-layer conduction of the ruthenium

domains. The authors of reference [90] suggest that extracting the intrinsic c-axis re-

sistivity of Sr2Ru04 from the bulk measurement is not possible since the current path

in the normal state is concentrated in the domains which lie along the in-plane trans-

port direction. Since the absolute value of the c-axis resistivity using the van der Pauw

measurement (ie. Figure 5.3) was over an order of magnitude smaller than earlier liter-

ature values[ll] and since the van der Pauw arrangement is somewhat subject to errors

in contact orientation in such small samples a second measurement was also carried out

using the linear geometry in the upper left comer of Figure 5.4. This configuration was

attempted to maximize the uniformity of the current along the c-axis and while result-

ing in a c-axis resistivity of approximately the same absolute value gave a significantly

different shape as shown in Figure 5.4. The earlier c-axis resistivity published by Maeno

et al.[ll] is scaled and included for direct comparison.

The * Linear' result reveals a change in slope around 150 K which is very different from

the temperature dependent changes of the van der Pauw measurement. In the inset the

linear c-axis result is shown with the scaled ab-plane (van der Pauw) resistivity which

provides further evidence that the ab-plane is influencing the c-axis transport as the

general shape bears remarkable similarities up to 150 K. Although within each of these

measurements sample orientation is of utmost importance it is unreasonable to suggest

a misorientation by more than a few degrees. The optical results, using the very same

sample, indicate that the c-axis is well defined. Thus the fact that the c-axis resistivity

is over an order of magnitude lower than that of Maeno's sample, is influenced by the
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Figure 5.4: To improve the current uniformity along the c-axis an

alternate contact geometry was used as shown in the

upper left corner. Although the level of the resistiv-

ity is similar for both methods the general shape is

rather different between the derived van der Pauw re-

sult and that obtained directly using the linear arrange-

ment. For comparison Maeno^sfll] literature result is

also included. The inset shows the c-axis linear resis-

tivity and the ab-plane van der Pauw measurement on
the same sample implying that the c-axis transport is

influenced by the conduction along the plane. The gen-

eral shape begins to vary significantly only at higher

temperatures.
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ab-plane transport and does not show clearly the well-established crossover indicates that

the transport along the c-axis bears a similar character to the 3 K microdomain variants.

Although Sr2Ru04 has been termed a quasi two dimensional Fermi liquid due to its

nearly cylindrical Fermi surface the low temperature nature of the transport is consistent

along all three axes. As shown in Figure 5.5 the resistivity below approximately 25 K

for Sample A and 35 - 50 K for Sample B can be fit to the Fermi liquid form of equation

5.1. Maeno et al.[93] have found values of Ao* = 4.5 - 7.5 nftcm/K' and A^ = 4 - 7

/iflcm/K'. For this present study the coefficients were determined to be 6.4 nficm/K^

in both Sample A and B along the ab-plane and % 22 liDcm/K' for Sample A and 250

fiflcm/K^ for Sample B along the c-axis. With the large sample dependence already

observed a difference of a factor of 5 (and 50) for Ae is not remarkable.

Such a low temperature T^ dependence is generally difficult to investigate in the High-

Tc*s because of the presence of superconductivity. In compounds that can be probed at

low tem{>eratures such as Tl2Ba2CuOe+^ (Hc2 < 20 T) a T-linear dependence survives

to less than 1 K[94] providing evidence for the possible breakdown of the Fermi liquid

model for these materials[95]. Yet, there are exceptions to this case such as the electron

doped cuprate Ndj-xSrCuO^ which follows a quadratic trend over a wide low temperature

range [96] reinforcing the established opinion that the normal state properties of these

materials are both peculiar and complex. Other superconducting compounds such as

URusSijf which is superconducting below 0.8 K and shows several strong comparisons to

Sr2Ru04, also shows a T' dependence at low temperatures[97], yet with added magnetic

complexities.

The low temperature transport properties have been interpreted by Yoshida et al.[98]

in terms of a competition between the transfer time of quasiparticles between RuOa

planes and their lifetime. Using Fermi surface parameters from de-Haas Van Alphen

measurements the rates for different scattering mechanisms and the transfer rates for each
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Figure 5.5: The low temperature resistivity of Sr2Ru04 within the

ab - plane, and along the c-axis. Dashed lines indicate

a fit to the Fermi Liquid T^ form.
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Figure 5.6: The different sheets of Fermi surface have different

transport characteristics as determined by the quan-

tum oscillation experiment [60]. Using these experimen-

tally determined parameters the effects of impurities,

phonons and other charge carriers are considered pro-

viding a band specific interpretation of the resistivity

and other transport phenomena. Adapted from Refer-

ence [98].
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Fermi surface were calculated as shown schematically in Figure 5.6. The upper horizontal

line labelled as the sheet having the highest transfer rate is the best conduction channel.

The phonon scattering rate crosses this 13 sheet around 120 K suggesting that above

this temperature phonon scattering has the largest contribution to the overall scattering

physics. At temperatures lower than 120 K the time between quasiparticle - phonon

collisions becomes large and a coherent conduction channel in the /? sheet opens up. At 60

K the 7 sheet may also contribute to this conduction which may also be influenced by the

role of electron-electron interactions which are now dominant. The phonon contribution

could give rise to a linear temperature dependence but this would only be expected

at temperatures higher than the Debye temperature, 6£>[18]. A recent thermodynamic

study of Sr2Ru04 give a Debye temperature, ©p = 410 ± 50 K[68] suggesting the need

for a more involved mechanism as in the cuprates. While the T^ term is generally

attributed to electron interactions at lower temperatures it should be noted that such

a temperature dependence can also be attributed to scattering due to spin fluctuations.

This is important to consider since the very nature of the superconductivity may be

attributed to such ferromagnetic fluctuations as in the case of He^[85] and suggested for

materials like UPtafSG]. Yet, a recent study investigating the pressure dependence of

the superconducting transition suggests that the lack of pressure dependence of the T^

coeflScient provides further evidence for electron correlations[68].

Figure 5.7 shows the low temperature resistivity for both the ab-plane and the c-axis

which reveals a su|>erconducting transition near 1 K for Sample A and 2 K for Sample B.

The low transition temperature was the leading motivation for the intense research eflbrt

in an attempt to provide insights into the superconducting and normal state properties of

the cuprates. It now marks the transition into a seemingly very different superconducting

state with nonetheless interesting and complex characteristics. The measurements shown

in Figure 5.7 were consistently carried out using a current source of 2mA except for the
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Figure 5.7: The Resistivity of Sr2Ru04 for Samples A and B along

the ab - plane and c-axis below 4 K indicate the presence

of a superconducting transition below 1 K.
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ab-plane of Sample A (ie. 5 mA) which was one of the first samples measured on a

very new experimental system. This difference in the current accounts for the awkward

match of Te between the ab-plane and the c-axis in Sample A. The residual resistivity,

noted earlier in discussing the low temperature anisotropy, is considerably different from

sample to sample. Notably, on much cleaner samples, Mackenzie et al.[77] observed that

the superconductivity of Sr2Ru04 was extremely dependent on the impurity level where

samples with a residual resistivity greater than 2fiQ-cm along the RuOa planes were

not superconducting. At the critical impurity level the authors suggest a correlation

between the coherence length and the mean free path. In the dirtiest superconducting

samples the mean free path approaches 1 % 900 X % (a6 (in clean samples / = 7000

X), A similar situation has been demonstrated for the c-axis transport properties where

the coherence length and mean free path were calculated to be 30 A[98]. Sample A is

essentially at this level along the ab-plane whereas Sample B is seven times this value

suggesting rather unique sample characteristics. It is worth noting that sample A is

a small piece of a larger sample that broke into several pieces during the orientation

process and since the ruthenium domains are usually more concentrated in the bulk of

the sample it is proposed that Sample A may be a surface fragment bearing the same

Te as the early Maeno samples. Sample B, on the other hand exhibits an anomalously

high transition temperature; the only explanation for which is currently that it contains

ruthenium microdomains. Although in the literature these 3 K samples bear a residual

resistivity comparable to the normal compounds they tend to have a broad transition as

in sample B of this present study.

To extend the transport results to include not only the temperature response but also

the frequency dependence of the low lying excitations we turn to the optical properties

focussing on the far-infrared region of the spectrum.
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5.2.2 Polarized Fkr-Infrared Reflectance Measurements

This present investigation is an extension of a previous set of optical measurements com-

pleted by Katsufuji et al.|61] from whom we received our samples. These measurements

were experimentally limited to 80 cro~' and extended to only 15 K whereas the present

study extends to 0.5 K well into the superconducting state. The two spectrometers used

in the present study provide data from 10 - 6000 ~* where higher frequency data was

taken from the previously published results[61]. This earlier study revealed a strong con-

duction channel along the ab-plane indicated by a steady increase towards unity in the

reflectance. Accompanying this metallic infrared response is a Drude shape in the real

conductivity beginning to rise around 12000 cm~* (1.5 eV). In contrast, such coherent

conduction was not observed in the inter-plane direction until much lower energies of 150

cm-» (18meV).

The copper-oxide compounds in general reveal a Drude-like conductivity along the

ab-plane channel [99] while the c-axis response remains flat and incoherent in the normal

state[100]. Although it is widely believed that the key element of the high transition

temperature in the cuprates is the ubiquitous Cu02 planes, the possible coupling of the

transport between the planes may provide further insight into unravelling their complex-

ity as suggested by the prominent inter-layer pair tunneling model[101|. In such a system

the hopping of single electrons between Cu02 planes is inhibited or confined in the nor-

mal state due to spin-charge separation. Further investigation will determine whether or

not such an elaborate non fermi-liquid description is necessary and in this regard, the

inter-layer response of a low-Tc superconductor with similar anisotropy is of particular

interest.
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The Inter-Plane Response

The polarized reflectance measurements of SrjRuO^ with the electric field polarized along

the c-axis of Sample B are shown in Figure 5.8. The most striking feature is the dramatic

rise in the reflectance around 80 cm~* which was discussed in Chapter 3 as a normal con-

sequence of the Drude model. At the highest temperatures the reflectivity rises gradually

from the phonon edge around 160 cm~' extending in an approximately linear lineshape.

At 30 K and below this linear increase sharpens further into a plasma edge which flattens

near 45 cm~* and extends towards unity. At these lowest frequencies a subtle feature

that evolves with temperature around 30 cm"* is considered to be a real feature of the

ruthenate spectrum. It should be noted that the present study reveals no significant

temperature dependence between the superconducting state at 0.5 K and above at 1.5 K

or 3.0 K. This result is not particularly surprising since a superconducting gap, if present

in the response, would only be expected below 10 cm~*.

The temperature dependence of the plasma edge is well accounted for in terms of

the Drude model with a strongly temperature dependent scattering rate. In the inset of

Figure 5.8 the Reflectance is modelled from the Drude form of the Dielectric function

given in equation 3.9. The zero crossing of the dielectric function is generally used to

determine the reflectance edge and corresponds physically to a frequency where the highly

reflecting response of a metal becomes abruptly more transparent. In the case of Sr^RuO^

the screened plasma frequency, Up, » 80 cm~*. The dielectric function was then used to

calculate the index of refraction [30]:

n = ($((<? + '!)* +'.))»
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Figure 5.8: The FVir-Infrared inter-plane reflectance of Sr2Ru04 re-

veals the temperature evolution of a plasma edge around

80 cm"*. At the lowest frequencies a subtle feature ap-

pears around 30 cm~' as a slight dip in the reflectance

which appears to shift to higher frequencies with in-

creasing temperature. The inset shows a model calcu-

lation with u;^ = 80 cm~' and various values of P.
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The reflectance then followed from the classical electrodynamics result derived in Ap-

pendix A:

The sharpness of the edge is determined by the scattering rate (as calculated using

the last formula of Table 3.1) with the sharpest edge having a corresponding scattering

rate, P = 1 cm~*. As the scattering rate increases the plasma oscillation is more and

more damped and appears to wash out with larger values of 12, 40 and 60 cm~'. This

effect on the low energy plasma edge demonstrates that the low frequency optical prop-

erties are strongly influenced by the same scattering physics as the dc conductivity. The

aesthetic crossover near the half maximum of the plasma edge in the experimental data

can be compared with the Drude model in the inset where the curves come together near

the plasma frequency (ie. % 100 cm~'). In Sr2Ru04 the spectra for various tempera-

tures crossover at the plasma frequency, and only come together at a higher frequency

of 180 cm~*. The reflectance between 70 k 180 cm"* thus bears an unusual temper-

ature dependence where the low temperature reflectance is lower than that at higher

temperatures.

In a conventional superconductor the reflectance in the far-infrared is affected by

the superconducting gap. A, in the quasiparticle excitation spectrum. In an optical

measurement a pair breaking only occurs when two quasiparticles are excited above the

ground state giving a required energy of 2A. At low frequencies the gap is defined by

unit reflectance for Aw < 2A above which absorption sets in and the reflectance returns

to the normal state value[102]. In the weak coupling limit of BCS theory such a gap is

defined as:

2A = Z.bkaT = 3.5(0.696 x Tc)cm-^ = (2.44 x Tc)cm'^
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where ka U the Boltzmann coiutant, and T<r is the transition temperature. For elemental

superconductors with Tc ^^ 5 - 9 K the corresponding region of the spectrum is 12 - 22

cm~* in the very far-infrared. Such a gap, according to the conventional theory, would

occur in the high temperature superconductors at even higher frequencies of 80 - 300

cm'^ The evidence for it is however controversial. The c-axis plasma edge in this region

of the spectrum, although originally attributed to an energy gap[103], was later correctly

assigned to a zero crossing of ci albeit only at lower temperatures in the superconduct-

ing state. This seemingly ubiquitous edge in the cuprates bears similarities to Sr2Ru04

in terms of the corresponding energy scale at which the edge occurs. The plasma fre-

quency is dependent on both the number of carriers and the degree of mass enhancement

due to electron correlations and phonon interactions and provides an important basis of

comparison.

The structural similarities between the nithenate and the copper oxides result in sim-

ilar vibrational properties making a similar positive contribution to ci in the far-infrared.

The increased coherence in both systems at low temperatures causes the dielectric func-

tion to cross zero at a relatively low energy scale. In Sr2Ru04 the enhanced coherence

is independent of superconductivity being the general result of a metal with better con-

duction at lower temperatures. In the cuprates the free carrier response is complicated

by the degree of doping which effectively controls the density of carriers from the nearly

insulating under-doped compounds to the over-doped metals.

For the following comparison between La3-,Sr,Cu04 and Sr3Ru04 Figure B.l, in-

cluded in Appendix B, contains published data taken from Uchida|57] and Tamasaku[104|.

Another comparison involving a recent study of Tl2Ba3CuOe4.i revealing possibly the

most striking comparison to the nithenate, is found in Figure B.3 and was taken from

Basov et al.|105]. In under-doped and optimally-doped (x = 0.10 & 0.15 respectively)
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La9.,Sr,Cu04 a relatively flat reflectance that begins to rbe near 50 cm~* in the nor-

mal state changes abruptly on entering the superconducting state with edges at 20 &: 60

cm"' respectively. This edge is clearly associated with the enhanced coherence of the

superconducting pairs since it occurs abruptly in the superconducting state where the

pairs tunnel along the weakly Josephson-coupled Cu02 planes[57)f [106]. With increased

doping, the number of carriers is enhanced and the plasma minimum shifts to higher

energies as expected.

Next, consider the Thallium compound of Figure B.3 in comparison to Sr2Ru04. In

regards to the doping dependence a similar trend to that of Laa-,SrxCu04 is observed

between the 81 K optimally doped compound and the overdoped material with a transi-

tion temperature of 32 K. For the optimally doped compound at the lowest temperatures

a sharp edge is observed that, like the Lanthanum compound shifts to higher frequen-

cies with lower temperatures (associated with an increase in the superfluid density! 107]).

As the temperature increases the plasma edge broadens. In the overdoped material the

sharp minimum is no longer present and the general temperature dependence is remark-

ably similar to that of Sr2Ru04.

The above comparisons raise important questions concerning the validity of the fermi-

liquid description for the cuprates along the c-axis. The absence of coherence seems

apparent in the under-doped and possibly optimally doped compounds warranting a

non-fermi liquid model such as that of a Luttinger liquid where coherent single-particle

tunneling is blocked and only a fraction is restored through the Josephson effect in the

superconducting state[108]. The overdoped materials, which exhibit coherence even in

the normal state, (discussed later in the context of the optical conductivity) appear to be

quite similar to Sr2Ru04; an anisotropic, correlated metal. It must be pointed out that

a conventional Fermi-liquid model, while focussing on the optimally doped materiab,

has recovered the salient features including the strong temperature dependence of the
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c-axis reflectance! 109). Such a model, may also provide a more quantitative comparison

between SraRu04 and the cuprates.

A final ob«ervation is that the edgf in the under-doped and optimally doped cuprates

lies deep within the assumed superconducting gap region where there is no decay channel

for the superfluid plasma resulting in a very sharp minimum[57]. These weakly-doped

compounds provide the poorest comparison with the ruthenate which reveals a corre-

sponding plasma edge well outside any superconducting energy gap. As the level of dop-

ing in the cuprates approaches the over-doped regime the superconducting gap moves to

lower energy until, at some critical level, the superconductivity is destroyed. In fact, for

the Lanthanum compound with x = 0.25 k. 0.30 superconductivity is not realized and

the plasma edge is broad and temperature independent. It appears therefore, that the

best comparison to the ruthenate is close to this critical point of the doping continuum

where the plasma minimum is higher in energy than the expected gap. Interestingly, it is

at this region of the doping spectrum that one of the most anomalous behaviours of the

cuprates deviates from conventional superconductors. While in the conventional metal

an increase in the number of carriers serves to enhance the transition temperature, in

the overdoped cuprates an increase in the carrier concentration lowers Tc and eventually

destroys superconductivity[110].

For convenience several physical parameters related to the screened c-axis plasma

edge and the carrier concentration are summarized in Table 5.2. A comparison between

Sr3Ru04 and various members of the High Tc class of materials is given in terms of

stoichiometry, T^ the screened plasma frequency as well as the inter-plane and in-plane

penetration depths. Since the penetration depth is temperature dependent those provided

in this Table are low temperature values (ie. T % K).

This contrast in the qualitative character of the low-frequency inter-plane transport

of Sr3Ru04 is developed in terms of the optical conductivity in the next section revealing
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Table 5.2: Several High Tc Superconductors are compared to

Sr2Ru04 in terms of effective plasma frequencies and
penetration depths.

Compound
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further insight into the nature of the free carrier response. For completeness the in-plane

response is however first summarized briefly.

The In-Plane Response

The conduction of quasi particles along the Ru02 planes dominates the metallic charac-

ter of Sr2Ru04. Just as the in-plane resistivity was over an order of magnitude lower

than along the c-axis, the optical properties reveal the same anisotropic behaviour. The

reflectance of Sr2Ru04 is shown in Figure 5.9. The reflectance was in good agreement

with previously collected data[61] from 400 - 6000 cm"*. Over this wide energy scale the

reflectance rises gradually towards unity with a small temperature dependence through

the mid-infrared. Preliminary data indicate that this moderate temperature dependence

continues into the far-infrared region as shown in the inset of the same Figure.

5.2.3 The Complex Conductivity

The optical conductivity was calculated from the experimentally determined reflectance

via the Kramers-Kronig analysis. This procedure requires data extending to energies

into the ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The present study includes

data extending from 10 - 6000 cm~* collected using the two spectrometers introduced in

Chapter 3. Low frequency extrapolations included Drude and Hagen-Rubens (ie. R fts 1

- (2u;/ir(7o)*/'[18]) as well as simple straight line extrapolations which gave a negligible

difference within the range in which the data is shown. Previously collected literature

data[61] was used above 6000 cm~* where reasonable matching was achieved with the

results of the present study.
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Figure 5.9: The in-plane reflectance and conductivity of SrjRuO^.

The insets show the far-infrared region of the spectrum.
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The In-Plane Response

The in-plane optical conduciiviiy is shown in the lower panel of Figure 5.9. A Drude

conductivity is observed over a wide energy range with a minimum near 2 eV outside the

range shown. The LDA band calculations provided a plasma frequency for the ab-plane

of about 35000 cm~*[24] while superconducting parameters imply a much lower value

(A«i = 1800 A[98] -¥ u;.6 = 8842 cm"'). A fit to the ab-plane conductivity using the

larger plasma frequency % 35000 cm~' and a scattering rate of 4500 cm~* (giving an

appropriate dc conductivity of 4537 n~*cm~*) gave reasonable agreement over a wide

energy range (ie. < 6000 cm'*). The contribution of a mid-infrared absorption should

also be considered so a lower choice for the plasma frequency may be more appropriate

as suggested from the penetration depth calculation.

Over the wide energy scale the reflectance discussed above resembles that of optimally

doped YBajCuaOe.w corresponding also with the approximate value of the conductivity

in the limit u; -> 0[34]. Although the above comparison bears remarkable similarities even

the underdoped compounds develop a low frequency Drude-like component consistent

with the higher metallic character within the planes.

The Inter-Plane Response

The c-axis optical conductivity of Sr2Ru04 is shown in Figure 5.10 focussing on the very

far-infrared. The high frequency phonon edge is subtracted to emphasize the response

of the charge carriers near u; = 0. At the highest temperatures a Drude-like rise in the

conductivity is evident with a temperature dependent scattering rate discussed above

in the context of the reflectance. The dc-Resistivity values are not plotted along the

conductivity axis since they all lie ofl* of the graph. At 90 K for instance, a resistivity of

0.5 mOcm corresponds to a conductivity of about 2000 (ncm)~*. It is worth noting that
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the high temperature conductivity in the limit u; -^ is well above the Mott minimum

metallic conductivity, af^i^ « 100 n~*cm~*[115] emphasising that coherence is achieved

even at the highest temperatures of this study.

The structure in the conductivity curve between 20 and 80 cm"* is considered to be

real, originating from a subtle low frequency feature in the reflectance. At the lowest

temperatures it gives rise to a ridge near 25 cm~*. As the temperature is increased the

feature appears to shift to slightly higher frequencies. A subtle feature between 80 &

120 cm~* below 30 K is pseudogap-like and yet very different from the high temperature

superconductors. In Sr2Ru04 a clear Drude-like rise in the conductivity is observed at

the lowest frequencies of the experimental spectral range. In the under*doped cuprates

such as YBa3Cu306.6[n6], the pseudogap is well defined as a clear suppression in the

conductivity with no apparent Drude component.

In La3-rSrxCu04 the conductivity reveals a Drude component only for x > 0.20

and is most apparent with x = 0.3(104] where the sample has been doped into a non-

superconducting metallic phase. This metallic response is also observed in the Thallium

compound as shown in Figure B.3 of Appendix B. Whereas an optimally doped sample

(Tc = 81 K) reveals no Drude component even in the superconducting state an over-doped

sample (Tc = 32 K) reveals a rising conductivity at around 60 cm~* at all but the lowest

temperature measured [105]. While the low frequency c-axis conductivity maintains a low

value in these Tl-based materials < 20 n~*cm~* the LSCO cuprate reveab a much larger

enhancement in the c-axis conductivity from under-doped (<< 100 fl"* cm"*) to the

over-doped materials (> 100 fl"* cm"*) which bear a level similar to Sr2Ru04.

Similar to the conventional fermi-liquid description of the c-axis reflectance described

earlier an anisotropic fermi-liquid model has been proposed for the general transport

character of the cuprates|117]. In this model the interplane transport is determined by

a competition between coherent interplanar hopping and incoherent diffusive transport.
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Figure 5.10: The real conductivity along the c-axis at various tem-
peratures with the phonon peak subtracted to focus on

the charge carrier response. Even at the highest tem-
peratures there is clear indication of coherent Drude
behaviour consistent with the dc-resistivity.
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While the former process gives a Drude term the latter gives a frequency independent

background. It is proposed that in the under-doped materials the latter term dominates

and no Drude term is observed while in the overdoped case the situation is reversed[57|.

Such a model clearly also bears possible relevance to Sr2Ru04.

Finally, the comparison with URujSia that was discussed in the context of dc-Resistivity

is also very pertinent in the far-infrared[118]. Although URusSij is both magnetically

ordered (T^v = 17.5 K) and superconducting at low temperatures (Te = 0.8 K) many

similarities are observed between the two ruthenium - based compounds. As reproduced

in Figure B.4 of Appendix B a featureless high temperature conductivity that extends

towards the Drude-value at low frequencies is higher than the lower temperature spectra

between 80 k. 300 cm"* which is similar to SrjRuOH. Only at frequencies < 80 cm~*

does the lower temperature reflectance give a more metallic response. The resulting con-

ductivity is therefore suppressed over this wide frequency range suggesting transfer of

spectral weight to a low frequency Drude response.

5.2.4 The Extended Drude Analysis

In an effort to further quantify the Drude-like response of the carriers in Sr2Ru04 the

extended Drude analysis was completed. Now instead of emphasizing the free particle

behaviour we focus on the interactions of these particles with the elementary excitations

of the system[119]. In this treatment the real conductivity and dielectric function were

fit with a Drude term accompanied by three Lorentzians and a frequency dependent

background. The phonon contributions were then subtracted and the dielectric function

was transformed into the imaginary conductivity using the general relation, or, = u;(l -

Ci)/60. The frequency dependent scattering rate and effective electron mass were then

calculated as discussed in Chapter 3. The frequency dependent mass and scattering rate

were defined as:
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1 J* 1

r(u;, T) 4ir <7(u;, T)

where a = (Ti(u;,T) + i(T2(u;,T) is the complex conductivity and ujp is the unscreened

plasma frequency. The extended analysis applied to Sr2Ru04 is shown in Figure 5.11

where the scattering rate, r(u;, T) is shown in the upper panel and the renormalized mass,

"**^*^^^^
in the lower panel. At the highest temperatures the scattering rate is featureless

and decreases linearly below 100 cm~*. As the temperature is decreased an edge forms

near the screened plasma frequency. As a result a peak occurs near 100 cm~' with a

maximum scattering rate of 140 cm~^ According to the Fermi liquid model the scattering

rate should be proportional to u;^ k. T^. This is most apparent at 30 K and below

where the low frequency scattering rate approximately follows this general trend. In the

lower panel a similar featureless renormalized mass at high temperatures increases with

increasing temperature forming a peak (T < 30 K) near the screened plasma frequency.

This non-linear behaviour at the lowest temperatures is indicative of electron-electron

interactions consistent with the proposed Fermi-liquid picture of Sr2Ru04. The degree

of renormalization is significantly reduced from that previously suggested (ie. 40 at

15 K) which is attributed to the large plasma frequency (u/p = 2580 cm'*) used in

the previous calculation [61]. The plasma frequency used in the present study, u;^ =

480 cm~', is consistent with both superconducting parameters and Drude fits made to

the real dielectric function which were both rather uncertain at the time of the earlier

investigation.

Although the extended model applied to the inter-plane response of the cuprates is

rather rare in the literature the scattering physics appears similar to that in the ab-plane
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of optimally doped cuprates albeit on a lower energy scale. For instance, in YBaaCuaOc^,

which IB near optimal doping, a peak also appears for the frequency-dependent scatter-

ing rate at low temperatures well into the superconducting state. A similar temperature

dependence and peak are also observed in the optimally doped thallium compound ac-

companied in both cases by a peak in the frequency dependent mass 8pectra[34|. In

these cases the suppression of the scattering rate is associated with the pseudogap of the

underdoped compounds which further suggests a coupling between the spin and charge

properties of these systems. This comparison is not as apparent in the over-doped samples

of the same compounds.

A more direct comparison is with the heavy fermion superconductor, URu2Si2, which

reveals similar low temperature scattering character. This data is reproduced in Figure

B.4 in Appendix B and reveals similar i>eaks in both the scattering rate and mass renor-

malization at 100 & 70 cm~* respectively. The size of these features in both cases is

orders of magnitude larger than in Sr2Ru04 corresponding to the much larger correla-

tion effects in the heavy fermion compounds. The character of the peak in the scattering

rate has been attributed to a coinciding peak in the density of magnetic excitations[120].

In comparison, a recent NMR study in Sr2Ru04 has shown that the growth of ferro-

magnetic fluctuations in the Ru02 planes begins to saturate near 80 K becoming most

enhanced at low temperatures just above the Fermi liquid state[72]. The authors suggest

that such an enhanced magnetic character at low temperatures may influence the low

temperature transport properties along the c-axis. This coupling is further supported by

recent inelastic neutron scattering data which reveal a small ferromagnetic componc^nt

dominated by inconmiensurate fluctuations located away from the 20iie-€enter(74|. Fig-

ure 5.12 shows the dynamical susceptibility obtained from the neutron study (plotted at

a constant temperature of 10.4 K) along with the frequency dependent scattering rate of

Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.12: Recent neutron data[74] and Resistivity plotted on top

of the frequency dependent scattering rate. The neu-

tron data is plotted directly from the literature values

while the resistivity is scaled by a factor of 10**. While
the left y-axis reflects the units of the scattering rate,

the right y-axis represents the absolute value of the neu-

tron data. The large squares indicate the low frequency

scattering rate with each temperature converted into

units of cm'*.
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The neutron data indicate a slightly enhanced susceptibility near the increase in

the scattering rate. Also shown in the same Figure are scaled variations of the c-axis

resistivity revealing a consistent character at low temperatures which begins to deviate

beyond the steep rise in the scattering rate. The open squares indicate the scattering rate

in the limit of zero frequency which serve to emphasize the mirrored T' k. J^ dependences

of SraRu04 consistent with its low temperature Fermi-liquid character. While the nature

of the deviation at higher temperatures is uncertain the relationship with the intrinsic

magnetic phenomena provides an interesting link with both the cuprates and the heavy

fermion materiab.





Chapter 6

F\iture Research Directions

The present study of SmTiOa and Sr2Ru04 has provided new insights into not only the

intrinsic character of an insulating antiferromagnet and a Fermi-liquid superconductor

but to a broader class of related materials. While the results for the former compound

suggested a coupling between the electronic and magnetic properties the latter investiga-

tion revealed a strong temperature dependence in the low frequency excitation spectrum

consistent with that of a metal with a weakly renormalized mass and scattering rate.

The research that was completed on these two compounds is not exhaustive in various

regards and several future investigative directions could be considered.

6.1 Titanite SmTiOs

The close relationship between SmTiOa and the High Temperature Superconductors war-

rants further investigation into the low-frequency optical properties of the titanite system.

This is presently being undertaken by studying its' closely related doped variants. Un-

fortunately, the doped single crystals are not easily synthesized and the most interesting,

highly doped compounds are naturally the most unstable. The investigation of the non-

magnetic Smo.9Ti03 is of utmost importance in order to clarify the role of magnetism in

this system and possibly the origin of the resonance at 120 cm~'.

A more detailed analysis of the transfer of spectral weight across a wide frequency

range in the nominally stoichiometric SmTiOa would also provide an interesting com-

parison with the copper-oxides and other related compounds. The limitations of the

97
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Martin- Puplett system at the high energy (300-500 cm"') region of the far-infrared make

such a complex analysis, at the present time, extremely uncertain.

The current investigation of a single member of the RTiOa series has opened the door

to several future research directions of considerable magnitude. It has been shown that

the slightly orthorhombic distortion of such materials demonstrates enough disorder in

the crystal structure that polarized measurements are necessary if one is to understand

the directional specific physical properties. Since this involves both orienting the samples

along three dimensions and completing sets of polarized measurements in each frequency

range it requires a great deal of care and patient data acquisition. Secondly, the features

observed in nominally stoichiometric SmTiOa, rooted in the antiferromagnetic state, may

also be observed in more detailed investigations of other members of the same family.

For instance, (La,Ce,Pr)Ti03 also exhibit an antiferromagnetic transition while many

including, (Gd,Y)Ti03 exhibit a ferromagnetically ordered state. Such a broad compar-

ison would undoubtedly provide a great deal of insight into the relationship between the

electronic and magnetic character of these related perovskite based compounds.

6.2 Ruthenate Sr2Ru04

The present study of the inter-plane transport properties of Sr2Ru04 has been nearly

exhaustive. Future investigations may include a study of the sample dependence from

the early samples with Tc = 0.93 K to the current highest quality samples where T^ has

risen to 1.5 K. Investigations could also be extended to include the unique samples with

the embedded ruthenium domains that bear similarities with the samples of the present

study. In fact, if the present study involved the microdomain samples as b suspected,

and since they were synthesized by the Katsufuji, Tokura group in Japan it is possible

that the far-infrared optical properties of samples similar to Maeno's have never been
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studied. The inter-plane coherence at high temperatures and the superconducting state

would be of particular interest to compare with the present results.

Variations of Sr2Ru04 have already been synthesized including doped compounds

such as Sra.,!r,Ru04 and Ca9.ySr,Ru04 which reveal interesting metal to insulator

transitions accompanied by changes in the magnetism. Investigations into such families

of compounds provide systematic trends of specific characteristics and are of utmost

importance in the understanding of complex systems.

6.3 The Resistivity Interface

An extension of the present resistivity set-up has already been undertaken to make mea-

surements more efficient and feasible. The multiplexer within the switching unit contains

twenty switches where only two are required for the van der Pauw measurement of a single

sample. The program and devices have been modified to include the following possibil-

ities: two planes of the same sample, three planes of the same sample, single planes of

two samples and two planes of two samples. Such an extension of the previous program

saves experimentation time, cost in terms of refrigerant and utilizes the devices to their

full potential.

The set-up of the resistivity station with the He-3 cryostat provides an opportunity

to measure many samples over a wide temperature range with the possibility of finding

interesting new transitions in uncommon materials like the simple perovskites. SmTiOa as

well as other compounds in the same family should be measured to these low temperatures

since a closely related compound, SrTiOs has been observed to superconduct at these

very low temperatures. (If a transition is observed in SmTiOa the present author will be

very upset.)

Finally, the framework of this interface project is also being transformed into an AC
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susceptibility program. The program utilizes the same IEEE framework with significant

modifications made only to the Object Windows aesthetics of the user interface. Such an

extension, apart from providing insight into the general magnetic properties of a material,

is an important complementary system for characterizing various phase transitions.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

While the present research efforts into the complex High Tc compounds have provided

an interesting broad base of possible links with structurally related materials it is clearly

only a small part of what needs to become a much more deliberate and extensive com-

parative effort. As the framework of research continues to grow this process becomes

more and more complex and yet as experimenters place considerably more importance

on meaningful comparisons, it appears only then that the properties of complex systems

will be understood.





Appendix A

Optical Analysis

An introduction to the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter and

significant relations related to the response functions is provided following the general

discussion of several authors including Wooten[30], Reitz et al.[121] and Grif!iths[122].

Throughout this brief account the customary CGS (Gaussian) units will be used.

A.l The Interaction of Electromagnetic Radiation with Matter

The general form of Maxwell's equations within the context of electromagnetic radiation

interacting with a conducting medium are given by:

V.E = 4V*'-'. (A.l)

VxE = -if, (A.2)

V . B = 0, (A.3)

V X B = if + ^J--, (A.4)
c at c

where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields respectively and p'***' and J'**^

are the total charge and current densities. The total charge density arises from the

polarization of the electronic charge distribution (ie. -V • P where P is the dipole moment
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per unit volume). An external charge density may also make a contribution (ie. electron

8pectro6copy) but does not arise in the context of electromagnetic spectroscopy. The

total current density also contains several factors including polarization effects (dP/d t),

a magnetic contribution arising from electron spin, cV x M (where M is the magnetic

dipole moment per unit volume), regular electronic conduction, J*''***^ and a component

from external sources. Again, the external sources do not make a contribution and the

magnetic effects are generally small and are not included in the present description.

Naturally, the properties of the medium are required to provide any insight into the

effects of the electromagnetic perturbation. For a linear, isotropic medium the usual

material specific parameters are defined as:

P = XeE, (A.5)

M = XmH, (A.6)

J~"*» = aE, (A.7)

where \t is the electric susceptibility, Xm is the magnetic susceptibility, and a is the

conductivity. Two additional vectors,

D = cE = E + 4irP, (A.8)

H = -B = B - 4nM, (A.9)
t^

are the electric displacement, D and the magnetic field strength, H respectively with a

dielectric function, c and magnetization, M.

Incorporating the material specific parameters into the original MaxwelPs equations

defined above gives the generalized equations:

V- D = Akp*^ - V. E = 0, (A.IO)
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VxE = ---^, (AM)

VB = 0, (A.12)

VxB = l^? + l^J"--. (A.13)
c at c

Combining equation A. 11 and A.13 with 3 = aEwe find that the Electric field varies

in time and space according to the wave equation:

Using a trial solution of the form E = Eoe'^**""""**^^ we find the dispersion relation:

^ = ^(e., + illif£l) = ^^». (A.,5)
cr uf cr

where N = n + ik is defined as the complex index of refraction. This generalized relation

provides a great deal of information concerning the electromagnetic radiation interacting

with the medium. Substituting Equation A. 15 into the trial solution gives:

E = EoC-<«*^'^c'<?"'-^^ (A.16)

where the former factor describes the attenuation of the wave amplitude with distance

and the latter describes a wave travelling with phase velocity c/n.

FVom Equation A. 15 the general relationships involving the index of refraction, di-

electric function and complex conductivity can be determined giving:

t, =„»-it' = l-l^. (A.17)
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ta = 2nik = ^^. (A.18)

The above relations reveal the alternate relationships between the conductivity and

the dielectric function (ie. Ci (12) -^ ^2 (^'^i))- An alternate formulation of the index of

refraction can be written in terms of the dielectric function as:

1/2

n = ^lU? + e5)>/' + .») ,

i^^^K^i-^^y^'-u]
1/2

(A.19)

(A.20)

A.2 The Interaction at Normal Incidence

A.2.1 The Boundary Conditions

In general the fields E, B, D and H will be discontinuous at a boundary between two

different media or at a surface which carries charge density or current density J. Consider

the integral form of Maxwell's equations:

fDda = Q,nc. (A.21)

5

/B</a = 0, (A.22)

5

/e Jl=-^ /b <fa, (A.23)

L 5

^H JI = /enc + ^yD</a, (A.24)
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where equations A.21 and A.22 are integrals over any closed surface S and the integrals

in equations A.23 and A.24 are for any surface S bounded by the closed loop L.

If we apply equation A.21 to a thin Gaussian pillbox extending slightly into the

medium on either side of the boundary we obtain:

Di-a - Da- a = a/a.

The component of D perpendicular to the boundary is discontinuous in the amount:

Dij. - D2J, = <Tf. (A.25)

Similarly, equation A.22 reduces to:

Bix - ^21 = 0. (A.26)

In reference to equation A.23 drawing a thin Amperian loop on the interface gives:

Eil-E2l = -J is- da.

s

But in the limit as the width goes to zero, the flux vanishes and we are left with:

E„, - Ej,, = (A.27)

Again, a similar situation for equation A.24 results in:

Hi- I - Ha* I = I«iict

where lene is the current passing through the Amperian loop. It can be shown that

this reduces to the final boundary condition:

—B„, - —Bail = J X n. (A.28)
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Therefore, equations A.25, A.26, A.27 and A.28 provide the tools necessary to consider

a plane wave at the interface between two different materials.

A.S Boundary Conditions Applied

Now consider a plane wave travelling in the positive x direction where the electric and

magnetic field associated with each wave will have the form:

Ei{x,t) ^ Eoie'^'^'^^l (A.29)

The reflected and transmitted electric fields will only be altered in -qi and qa respec-

tively while the magnetic fields will be altered in their leading material constants Ci ->

<2 i^d /ii -^ /i2. Also note the change of sign in the reflected magnetic field due to the

perpendicular nature of the fields and direction of propagation.

In considering the case where we have no surface charge or current density we notice

that equations A.25 and A.26 are trivial since there are no components perpendicular to

the surface. Then in applying equation A.27 we have:

Eol + EoR = EoT. (A.31)

whereas equation A.28 gives:

—{y/CifiiEol - y/<TJhEoR) = — ( v^fa/iji^oT)*

or in a slightly condensed version:

Eol - EoR = 0EoT, (A.32)
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where can be exprened at:

Consider an interface between two materials where /if i« /ig. Substituting equation

A.31 into equation A.32 for EoT or Eon gives respectively:

We are interested in the fraction of incident energy that is reflected and transmitted.

The intensity or average power per unit area is denoted by:

So the ratio of the reflected intensity and transmitted intensity to the incident inten-

sity are given as:

fi=l2 = (^)' = (^l^)'. (A.33)

r=^ = ^( 2J^)>.
(A.34)

which meets the criteria for the sum of the Reflected and Transmitted ratio intensities

of unity.

For the situation where a wave propagating in a vacuum (ie. Ni = 1) is incident on

a sample such that N2 = n + ik Equation A.33 reduces to the familiar form in terms of

the complex index of refraction:

« -
(1 +„)> + *>• ^"-^^
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A.4 Deriving the Kramers-Kronig Relations

The Kramers-Kronig relations are integral formulas relating the real and imaginary com-

ponents of the optical functions. It can be said that they relate the dispersive process to

the absorptive process and vice venafSO). Here, following the discussion of Wooten we

show how the dispersion relations follow from the requirement of causality meaning that

an effect must follow a cause.

For a linear system (ie. D = e E) the response of a system to an external stimulus

can be written as:

0(r, t)= r /?(r, r', t, t')l(r\ t')dr'dt', {AM)
J—oo

where the function I(r', t*) is the stimulus, 0(r,t) is the response of the system and R(r,

r', t, t*) is the so-called response function. If we ignore the effects of spatial dispersion

and use a ^ - function stimulus Equation A.36 reduces to:

0(0 = r R(t - t')l(t')dt\ (A.37)

where R(t-t^) = for t<t^ is the requirement of causality that no response can occur

before the system is stimulated. Since we are concerned with the frequency response of

the system it will be convenient to obtain the Fourier Transforms of each of the above

functions in Equation A.37.

IM = Jl{t)e*^dt,

0{uj) = J
0(t)e*^dt,

R(uj) = J
R(t)e*^dt. (A.38)

Within the frequency domain we then find that a monochromatic stimulus I(u;) is

related to the response, 0(u;) simply through a multiplication with the response function.
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»*

R(u;) written as:

0(lj) ^ R(ij)l{ij). (A.39)

FVom Chapter 3 we found that the external stimulus, D(u;) relates to the total Electric

Field of ajyitem through the dielectric function, c(uj) such that:

This is now written in the same form as Exiuation A.39 and we see that the inverse of the

dielectric function is the frequency dependent response function of the system (or more

specifically the Fourier Transform of the response function).

If we now use what was developed in this section we will arrive at a useful relation

between the real and imaginary parts of the response function. If we let u; be complex

then Ex)uation A.38 becomes:

R(u;) = J R(t- t')€^ii*-ne-^^'-''Ut. (A.40)

The first exponential factor is bounded at all frequencies but due to the condition of

causality the second exponential is bounded only in the upper half-plane where t - t* >

0. It is then necessary to evaluate the integral in Equation A.40 in the upper half-plane.

From Cauchy's theorem, letting u; be on the real axis:

/?M = 7-p/ \
,

(A.41)

where p is the principal value of the integral. Splitting Equation A.41 into its real (ft)

and imaginary (0) components we have:

»H(u;) = -p r ^^iL/, (A.42)

^RM = --P /" 5^du;'. (A.43)
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From the above relations it is then evident that the real and imaginary parts of R(u;)

are not independent. Such relationships are commonly referred to as dispersion relations

and applying Equations A.42 L A.43 to the complex dielectric function discussed in

Chapter 3 yields the well known Kramers- Kronig relations written as:

2 /«> u/t2(u/)
€|(u;) - 1 = -p / —J- -du) ,

2uf /•<»«i(u/)-l

It Jo (u/V - UJ^
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Infrared Data of Several Comparative Systems

B.l The High-Temperature Superconductors

Frequency (cm )

Figure B.l: The c-axis reflectance for La2_,Sr,Cu04 with x = 0.10

(Tc = 28 K) - 0.30 (T, = K). For each of the transition

temperatures refer to Table 5.2. The data was taken

from Uchida et al.[57].

Ml
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200 400

-I,

Frequency (cm )

Figure B.2: The c-axis conductivity for La2-xSrxCu04 with x = 0.15

, 0.20 k^ 0.30. Data for x = 0.15 & 0.2 was taken from
Reference [57] while that for x = 0.2 & 0.3 was taken

from Reference [104]. Note that there was reasonable

overlap at x = 0.2 with the data of the former Reference

shown only at 8 K.
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-I,

Frequency (cm )

Figure B.3: The c-axis reflectance and conductivity of TljBajCuOe^^

for two diflferent doping concentrations. The optimally

doped system has a T<: = 81 K while an overdoped sam-

ple has a Tc = 32 K. Data was adapted from from Ref-

erence [105].
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B.2 Heavy Fermion URujSia

-I,

Frequency (cm )

Figure B.4: The c-axis conductivity, scattering rate and renormal-

ization of URujSi} as taken from Reference [118].
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Sr2Ru04 and Superconductivity

The discovery of superconductivity in Sr2Ru04, a 4d transition metal with a low transi-

tion temperature, was given a great deal of consideration because of its' relationship with

the High Tc's. Is the mechanism of sui>erconductivity for the cuprates more transparent

given the new insights from structurally similar Sr2Ru04? After five years of research

the initial similarity between the Ruthenate and the Cuprates has been countered with

the discovery of a myriad of contrasting characteristics including seemingly very differ-

ent superconducting states. Although the transition temperature is relatively low and

comparable to the so-called conventional superconductors it nevertheless marks the en-

trance into a very unconventional superconducting state as is reviewed in this section.

This brief introduction is intended to outline a few of the superconducting features of

Sr2Ru04 and its' relationship to the other superconducting families of compounds. The

general discussion follows that of Tinkham[123].

Within the context of superconductivity the term conventional usually refers to those

superconductors that have been well described by the theory developed in the late 1950's

by Bardeen, Cooper and Schreiffer now known as the BCS theory[124]. While the *BCS

moder refers specifically to those features that apply to the conventional low-temperature

superconductors, the *BCS theory' maintains a broader scope being a microscopic frame-

work of any fermion system in which an effective interaction brings about the formation

of individual fermion pairs (with strong spatial overlap)|125]. Many of the concepts and

parameters that became fundamental components of the BCS theory were developed

115
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yean before its publication and are introduced throughout the next section.

Superconductivity is a combination of both perfect conductivity and perfect diamag-

netism. In the first case an electrical current appears to indefinitely have no dissipation of

energy. Meissner and Och8enfeld|126] found that not only was a magnetic field excluded

from entering a superconductor but also that a field in an originally normal sample is ex-

pelled as the temperature is lowered through Te, known as the Meissner efiiect. Magnetic

fields would only penetrate a small region at the surface referred to as the penetration

depth, A. This Meissner effect, not explainable by perfect conductivity, implied that a

certain critical field could destroy the superconductivity as shown in Figure C.l.

H.(f)

HSHi-crrrf]

Norourf

Figure C.l: At a certain critical field value superconductivity is de-

stroyed with a maximum at T = 0. This temperature

dependent result was arrived at empirically for the con-

ventional class of superconductors.
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The London brotber8(127] quantified the character of these fields through the equa-

tions:

e=|(AJ.). (C.l)

h = -c X (AJ.), (C.2)

where the phenomenological parameter, A is given by:

A = 1^ = _!!L. (C.3)

Here n« is the number density of superconducting electrons, J« is the superconduct-

ing current density and e &: h represent the microscopic electric field and magnetic flux

respectively. While Ex)uation C.l describes perfect conductivity Equation C.2 when com-

bined with Maxwell's equation V x h = ^ gives the equation:

V'h =
J.

(C.4)

which implies that a magnetic field is exponentially screened from the interior of a sample

with penetration depth, A.

It was expected that the number density of superconducting electrons would vary con-

tinuously from zero at Te to a limiting value of the total number of conduction electrons,

n. This follows from the London equations above giving a limiting value of:

A characteristic length associated with the microscopic formulation of superconduc-

tivity known as the coherence length, (o» was introduced by Pippard[i28]. For typical
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»ii»-

elemental superconductors such as tin and aluminum, io » At(0). Another parameter

that became associated with superconductivity was the concept of an energy gap between

the ground state and the quasi-particle excitations. Although a prominent component

of the BCS theory the formulation of the gap was introduced well before its publication

by various 8cientists[129|. Experimentally it was observed that a minimum total energy,

Ep, was required to create the pair of excitations. The order parameter, A(T) used in

the microscopic BCS theory is related to this minimum energy and in the weak coupling

limit gives:

Eg{0) = 2A(0) = 3.528(ibBr,). (C.6)

Finally, the Ginzburg-Landau theory of superconductivity which concentrates on the

superconducting electrons rather than on excitations was proposed in 1950(1 30). A com-

plex pseudowavefunction, ^ was introduced as an order parameter where the density of

superconducting electrons was defined as:

n. = mx)\'. (C.7)

Later, Gor'kov demonstrated that this order parameter was related to the BCS order

parameter near Te where can be thought of as the wavefunction of the center-of-maM

motion of the Cooper pair8[131]. Similar to the Pippard formulation, a characteristic

length was introduced, referred to as the GL coherence length, ((T), where in a pure

superconductor far below Tc, ^(T) % ^o-

Within the BCS model the pairing of electrons alluded to above is achieved through

a specific phonon assisted mechanism as depicted in Figure C.2(132]. An electron in the

left part of the drawing having a negative charge distorU the positively charged lattice

in its vicinity as shown on the right. The resulting net accumulation of positive charge
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»)

Figure C.2: a) An electron attracts nearby positively charged ions

as it passes through the lattice. Due to the different in-

ertial properties of the ions a net positive charge accu-

mulates attracting nearby electrons and effectively cou-

pling the motion of the two electrons.

will in turn attract another electron in the vicinity effectively coupling the motion of the

two electrons. The ordinary ground state of the electron gas is unstable with respect

to the formation of these electron pairs which specifically occupy states of equal and

opposite momenta and spin. Therefore the pairing wavefunction involves a singlet spin

state referred to as s-wave where the total orbital angular momentum, L and spin angular

momentum, S are zero.

The parameters introduced above allow a distinction to be made concerning different

classes of superconductors often referred to as Type 1 and Type 11. This distinction in-

volves contrasting magnetic properties as shown in Figure C.3. While superconductivity

is destroyed in a Type I material at a certain maximum applied field. He, an intermediate

state is realized in a Type II superconductor. In this intermediate phase magnetic field

lines penetrate through the sample in tubes carrying a quantum of flux, ^o = hc/2e.

At a higher field strength, Hc2i the magnetic field permeates the sample and the super-

conductivity is destroyed. Another distinction involves the penetration depth and the

coherence length. In a Type I superconductor. ^ > A while in a Type II superconductor
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the reverse occurs where A > (•

Type I

Type II

Figure C.3: a) The magnetization versus applied field for a super-

conducting sample exhibiting perfect diamagnetism re-

veals a Type I superconductor. Beyond H, supercon-

ductivity is destroyed, b) For a Type II superconduc-

tor an intermediate state is found between H^i and H«3

known as the vortex state where small tubes of mag-
netic flux penetrate the sample. Superconductivity is

completely destroyed only beyond Hcj.

While in general, conveDtional metallic superconductors are Type 1, uncoDventional

superconductors such as the High Tc's are Type II superconductors. Sr2Ru04 is alto

a Type II superconductor with superconducting parameters listed in Table 5.1. In the

cuprates the symmetry of the pairing state is still very much in dispute but in mate-

rials like BisSraCaCujOs, ARPES measurements suggest a gap of d^.^a symmetry (ie.

gap along k, and ky but not when rotated by ir/4)[133]. The mechanisms behind the

superconductivity within the cuprates span over a rather wide realm in terms of thetr

physical origin. Anderson proposes that a Fermi surface exists but that it is composed

of quasielectrons that have been separated into their charge and spin components. This

liquid is strictly confined to the CuOj planes where only paired electrons can tunnel co-

herently along the c-axis. This lack of coherent interplane transport in the normal state
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thus provides the energy required for pair formation|108|. Schrieffer proposes an equally

novel idea involving soUtons or spin bags which have the quantum numbers of a hole,

charge +e and spin 1/2. These spin bags correspond to a decrease in the near-neighbour

spin order around the hole which moves with the itinerant hole forming a bag that the

hole lives in. The attraction between bags arises from the exchange interaction and the

energy required to produce a commonly shared bag[125|. Other theorists have formulated

proposals of a more conventional Fermi-liquid nature such as the marginal and antiferro>

magnetic models[125|. Nevertheless, the picture that has evolved for Sr2Ru04 appears to

be quite different from the copper-oxides and in many ways similar to that of the Heavy

Fermion compounds and ^He.

The details of the experimental evidence for unconventional superconductivity are

beyond the scope of this brief review so a non-exhaustive list is simply summarized here.

NQR experiments reveal the absence of a Hebel-Slichter peak in 1/Ti[67| which is a gen-

eral feature of BCS superconductors. NMR studies have indicated a square flux lattice(71]

whereas the lowest energy state for conventional superconductors is triangular[123]. The

^SR results indicated the breaking of Time-Reversal symmetry as revealed by intrinsic

magnetism in the superconducting 8tate[69]. Such a symmetry does not appear to be

broken in the Cuprates but does occur in Heavy Fermion compounds like UPts. Both

the NQR and specific heat measurements reveal that approximately 0.6 of the normal

density of states remains in the superconducting phasefSO] and as a result it has been pro-

posed that an exotic superconducting state similar to the ^He A| phase is stabilized|134|.

Specifically, it is proposed that the superconducting state is described by a spin-triplet

pair (S = 1) amplitude of the form d(k) = x(k, ± ky) which is nodeless in a quasi-2D

material(135). The physics at this stage is complicated and well beyond the scope of

this introduction but is indicative of the diverse and complex character of these novel

materials. Yet, the relationship of Sr2Ru04 to ^He is intriguing considering the normal



i^t
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8tat« similarities discussed throughout Chapter 5. This system has received a great deal

of theoretical and experimental attention to the point where an actual mechanism of the

pairing interaction has been proposed. Whereas the pairing of electrons within the BCS

model was mediated by phonons in 'He the coupling is achieved through spin fluctua-

tions. Two different superconducting states have been discovered within ''He referred to

as the A & B phases; since the A phase resembles that of Sr2Ru04 the final paragraph

will focus on this particular mechanism.

Within the Helium system there is no crystal lattice to mediate the interactions so

the origin of the pairing must be intrinsic. Layzer and Fay[136] considered the fact that

the nuclear susceptibility of liquid 'He was considerably higher than would be expected

for an ideal Fermi gas. This result indicated at least some tendency for the liquid to be

ferromagnetic. As a single ''He atom or quasiparticle passes through the bulk of the liquid

the neighbouring atoms will be polarized parallel to its spin creating a polarization cloud

of local ferromagnetism. It was shown that an approaching quasiparticle of the same

spin will be attracted to the cloud while an antiparaliel particle would be repelled. It b

therefore favourable to form Cooper pairs with nonzero spin which requires odd orbital

angular momentum[85]. Since Sr2Ru04 is considered to be close to a ferromagnetic

instability with the closely related compound SrRuOs exhibiting a magnetic transition

at 165 K the possibility of such an interaction is quite reasonable! 134].

'He, being only the second element on the periodic table, has proven to exhibit a

diverse phase diagram with fascinating and complex characteristics. Sr2Ru04, in many

ways similar to this system, appears to promise a similar degree of wonder and insight

into the larger body of superconducting materials and solid state compounds in general.
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